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INTRODUCTION
This survey identifies a significant portion of Swarthmore’s surviving
built historic environment. By doing this, it sets the groundwork not only for
local protection, but also for greater community understanding of its most
important cultural resources.
Though intended as a comprehensive document, the survey still
represents only a selection of historic resources in the Borough. The survey
has attempted to identify those historic resources that, as a group, gives
insight into the magnitude of significant buildings throughout Swarthmore.
Over 350 places, buildings, and landscapes have been identified in this
survey. It is important to note, however, that many places have been left off
of the survey both intentionally and unintentionally. This survey is meant to
be a working document that evolves as community ideas, tastes, and values
change. Thus, it is important for the community to regularly update the
content of the survey.
There are four general sections to the report:

I

a)

A history of Swarthmore Borough.

b)

Survey analysis and recommendations.

c)

Survey data for the most significant sites in Swarthmore.
Included are maps and listings of the historic structures.

d)

Appendices that include reference material, other survey
information, lists, and preservation tools and incentives.
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The properties shown on the map and identified on the map key are
those surveyed by the Delaware County Planning Department (DCPD) through
April 2001. The survey is not an in-depth research project for each site; rather,
it is a general examination of the built environment of Swarthmore Borough.
Methods for gathering information for the survey include a variety of
processes. For each documented survey entry, for example, numerous site visits
were required that included the following: initial survey information, photo
documentation, a site sketch, detailed architectural analysis, and the research
of historical information.
The surveyed resources were formatted according to the guidelines for
the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission (PHMC) standard
Historic Resource Survey Form (89A, B, C). This is the format PHMC requires
to assess the eligibility of historic buildings, structures, sites, objects, and
districts for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. In addition, it
provides a standard format from which localities may add additional survey
entries. Forms 89A, the site plan and photos, and 89C, the architectural and
historic text, can be found in the section of the survey titled "Survey Forms."
Form 89B, the historic and physical data sheet, can be found in Appendix G.
Contact DCPD for information on any numbered resource or for additional 89A,
B, C forms.
As the reader will notice, not all sites listed in the survey were included
in the full documentation process. Of the 350 "SW" numbers assigned to single
or groupings of historic resources, 89 of these selections were omitted. Though
all sites in the survey list are of local significance, staff at DCPD determined
that full documentation at this time is not feasible. By analyzing the survey list
by style, function, date of construction, and history, staff were able to fully
document a representative cross-section of all of the significant sites in the
Borough. Finally, because tastes and values change over time, it is envisioned
that this would be a working document and would be frequently updated and
amended.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF SWARTHMORE BOROUGH
EARLY HISTORY
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While the incorporation of Swarthmore as a Borough on March 6, 1893,
marks the beginning of its official history, its actual history begins much
earlier. This section of Delaware County, less than IV2 square miles in area, has
been inhabited by European settlers since the late 17th century, and before that,
by Native Americans of the Delaware Tribe, the Lenni-Lenape.
The sub-tribe of the Lenni-Lenape which inhabited Delaware County
was known as the Unami, or "person from down river." The Unami spoke a
distinct dialect and were the principal group of Lenni-Lenape in eastern
Pennsylvania, northern Delaware, and central and southern New Jersey. These
Woodland Indians lived in small villages in longhouses made from saplings and
bark. They hunted the prolific wildlife, which included not only many varieties
of fish, but also snapping turtles, raccoons, beavers, and deer. They also farmed
crops such as com with hand tools.
The Native Americans in this area were not warlike, and early relations
between them and the white settlers generally were peaceful. William Penn
was one of the very few colonial proprietors to make a genuine attempt to deal
fairly with the Native Americans, although by today's standards, the result was
displacement of the native population rather than a successful relationship.
The Lenni-Lenape were gradually pushed out of the area by the great
influx of white settlers and by disease. The remaining members of the tribe
eventually moved to Oklahoma and Central Canada. Today, the language and
traditions of the Lenni-Lenape have largely been lost because the people were
assimilated into the general population of other tribes.
The Lenni-Lenape did not leave behind much evidence of their
habitation with the exception of some local names and words, but it is
interesting to reflect on the fact that Baltimore Pike follows an Indian trail.
Swarthmore also was traversed by one of Pennsylvania's major Indian trails,
the Great Minquas Path, which connected the Susquehanna to the Schuylkill.
According to Paul Wallace's Indian Paths of Pennsylvania (1971), the path ran
from Morton roughly along what is now Yale Avenue in Swarthmore and then
west up Rose Valley Road (Nether Providence Township and Rose Valley
Borough).
The European association with Delaware County began in the mid
1600s. The Swedes began to settle the area around Chester in 1638 and
established Pennsylvania's first permanent settlement in 1643 on Tinicum
Island under the leadership of Johan Printz. White trappers and hunters were
attracted to the area's virgin forests and abundant waterways. Following rivers

and creeks, they left behind a number of log cabins, some of which survived into
the 20th century. After the Swedes came the Dutch, who claimed the area in
1655. By 1664, the Dutch territories in the New Netherlands were conquered
by the English.
In 1681, Charles II, King of England, granted to thirty-six year old
William Penn about 45,000 square miles of woodland in the New World, a land
grant which became the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The King was
indebted to Penn's deceased father, the distinguished admiral, Sir William
Penn. The younger Penn was to give Charles two beaver skins and one. fifth of
all of the gold and silver found in the province every January 1 in return for the
land grant. This was a very satisfactory arrangement for the Crown because it
released the King from his debt and also provided an avenue for the removal
from England of unwanted Quaker dissidents. Members of the Society of
Friends, or Quakers, believed in the liberty of conscience, which demanded an
atmosphere of tolerance not then acceptable in England.
Penn initially wanted to call his land New Wales, but later decided that
Sylvania (meaning "woodland") would be better. King Charles suggested
Pennsylvania for the region, and so this colony was named. As a realtor in the
New World, William Penn sold large tracts of territory to individuals he
believed would be dependable and worthy citizens. Very quickly, the land in
present-day Delaware County was obtained by British Quakers who wanted to
establish farms.
In 1681, Henry Maddock and James Kennerly, members of the Society of
Friends and natives of the Cheshire area of England, received a grant of 1,500
acres of land from William Penn. Eight hundred and fifty of these acres were in
present-day Swarthmore. Maddock and Kennerly, who were brothers-in-law,
came to America in 1681. Maddock visited the property and is said to have built
a log cabin in about 1682 at Baltimore Pike and Walnut Lane, a structure
indicated on a map prepared for William Penn in 1683 by Charles Aschom. This
building, or a slightly later house built on the earlier foundation, stood about
fifty feet just outside of Swarthmore's boundaries behind 540 Walnut Lane. In
the spring of 1991, the house was sold, dismantled, and removed to
Cumberland County where it presumably remains in storage.
The greater part of present-day Swarthmore was a part of Springfield
Township, established in 1684. The southernmost section of Swarthmore, south
of Drexel Place, lay in Ridley Township. This was part of a large grant owned
by John and Jacob Simcock, members of the Society of Friends. The Simcock
home, "Applebrook," still stands just across the border in Ridley Township (045RT-024), at the southern end of Vassar Avenue. Parts of the house are said to
date to 1695-1700, with additions circa 1794 and 1830.
In 1724, Mordecai Maddock built what is popularly known as the
"Benjamin West House," now on the campus of Swarthmore College. Tradition
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maintains that this is the birthplace of America'a most famous early artist,
Benjamin West, and the house was placed on the National Register of Historic
Places in 1966. Mordecai lived in this house until his death in 1745, when his
land was inherited by his sons. However, twelve years before his death,
Mordecai released 300 acres to John, with the stipulation that John provide for
his father. In 1736, John Maddock moved into his own home on Cedar Lane
(045-SW-036), and according to old histories, he brought in Mr. and Mrs. John
West and their children to tend house for his father in the old homestead.
Recently, some historians have disputed the claim that the Wests
resided in their house at the time of Benjamin's birth in 1738, since about that
time his father became an innkeeper in Marple Township. However, tradition
firmly names it as his birthplace, and West himself maintained that it was. In
fact, when Benjamin West died in London, England, in 1820, the settlement
near the house had become known as "West Dale" or "Westdale," a name it
retained until 1870 when it became Swarthmore, after the newly constructed
College.
The tract of land on which the house stands was sold to a succession of
owners after the mid 18th century, including James Crozer, who purchased it in
1786. His son, John P. Crozer, the famous industrialist and philanthropist,
grew up in the house. James Crozer's daughter married John Ogden, Sr., who
purchased a nearby tract of land. In 1874, West House was purchased by the
College, and its later history is a part of the story of Swarthmore College.
The stone house which John Maddock built in 1736 at 530 Cedar Lane is
Swarthmore's best surviving example of the Colonial era. Placed on the
National Register of Historic Places in 1979, the house and its nearby
springhouse on Swarthmore Avenue retain their 18th century interior and
exteriors. The Maddock family sold the property in 1753, and after a quick
succession of owners, the property was purchased in 1806 by John Ogden, Sr., a
descendant of David Ogden, who came to America on the Welcome with
William Penn. The Ogden family was one of the most important and influential
families in Springfield Township, and the house remained in the family until
1923. John Ogden, Jr. (1788-1877) inherited the property and expanded the
family's land. Part of the property purchased to create Swarthmore College
came from John Ogden's extensive holdings, and he was one of the original
corporate directors of the College. Several of John Ogden's sons were members
of the community's first real estate development company, the West Hill Land
Company (see the attached map of early Swarthmore subdivisions).
In 1789, Delaware County was created from a section of Chester County,
and in 1849, Media became the County seat. The Swarthmore area continued to
be a largely Quaker farming area with two nearby mills, the Wallingford Mills,
established in 1811 by John Lewis, Jr., and the Strath Haven Mills. The first
became Victoria Plush Mills in 1890. The latter, just west of the Borough (045NP-102), began with a dam built by Dr. Robert Harris just north of the present
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Yale Avenue bridge to power a mill which, together with Thomas Leiper's mill a
little further downstream, was one of the primary suppliers of gunpowder for
the Continental Army in 1776 and 1781. Leiper subsequently acquired the
Strath Haven Mills. This complex subsequently produced knives and blades,
paper, and textiles. In the 1920s, the area was part of the College's power plant.
Traces of the dam, races, and millpond survive, and the memory of the mill
lives on not only in the name of two local schools and the condominium complex
near the site, but also in Strathmore fine art papers which were first
manufactured at this site.
In 1808, Baltimore Pike was incorporated as a Pennsylvania turnpike,
and a tiny village of "Oakdale" developed at the present intersection of
Baltimore Pike and North Chester Road. Oakdale began with a store
established by Jonathan and Morris Robert in the 1820s. It came to include a
post office and the Oakdale School, a Springfield School District building which
stood in the area of the bank building until the mid 20th century. All that
remains of Oakdale is the street that bears its name and the peculiar boundary
of Springfield Township and Swarthmore Borough at that site, a legacy of the
school property.
There was little additional development until the 1850s when the
railroad arrived, bringing accessibility to this quiet area. The gently rolling
rural landscape along Crum Creek soon attracted not only the founders of
Swarthmore College, but real estate development as well. And so began the
evolution of Swarthmore as a college town and commuter suburb.
THE INCORPORATION AND EARLY YEARS OF THE BOROUGH OF
SWARTHMORE
Until 1893, Swarthmore was a section of Springfield Township. As early
as 1885, there was interest on the part of at least some of the residents to form
a Borough. A group met at the Oakdale schoolhouse on Baltimore Pike and
Oakdale Avenue on May 9, 1885, to discuss the idea. The meeting was chaired
by Sylvester Garrett, with William J. Hall appointed secretary. Apparently, the
proposal met with opposition. According to the Media American of May 13,
1885, some of the landowners of large tracts felt that the matter was
premature. However, the editor of the Media Record noted in that paper two
days later that the meeting had been amicable and that a committee was
established to pursue the discussion. The Morton Chronicle of June 25, 1885,
reported that a committee had been formed to review the proposed lines of a
new community; Ridley Township officials had expressed opposition. By
August, a survey had been conducted for a possible new municipality between
Baltimore Pike and Yale Avenues, but it was another eight years before the
Borough of Swarthmore actually was established.
An application for a charter was filed with the Court of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on December 5, 1892, and on March 6, 1893, a
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charter was granted establishing the Borough of Swarthmore. Swarthmore's
original boundaries were Baltimore Pike to the north, Crum Creek on the west,
and Riverview Road and Swarthmore Avenue on the east. The southern border
lay approximately in a continuation of Bowdoin Avenue and did not include the
section of Swarthmore which continues south to Michigan and Fairview
Avenues. That section was part of Ridley Township until 1929, and a small
additional annexation from Ridley and Springfield Townships was added on
January 30,1931.
In 1893, Swarthmore had seventy-two voters and just slightly over one
hundred buildings, including College properties. While much of the town had
been laid out into buildings lots by the West Hill, Swarthmore Improvement,
College Tract, and Swarthmore Construction Companies, there were still a
number of individuals with sizable tracts (see attached map of early
subdivisions), including Charles G. Ogden’s eighty-five acres, Joseph Gilpin
with over sixty-nine, E. T. Cresson's almost sixteen, and large tracts owned by
Sylvester Garrett, Richard Ogden, Frederick Simons, and Clement Biddle.
The first meeting of Borough Council was held on March 24, 1893,
chaired by Burgess-Elect E. Irvin Scott of 214 Elm Avenue (045-SW-058).
Members of the first Council were Richard T. Ogden, Fred M. Simons, Charles
Parker, John A. Cass, Sylvester Garrett, and Edward Sellers. The first meeting
was held in the school room of Union Hall on Kenyon and Yale Avenues. There
was no official Borough Hall until 1908. Until that time, Council met at various
locations, including Swarthmore Hall, built in 1893 as a private endeavor on
Park and Dartmouth Avenues.
The person behind Swarthmore Hall and a multitude of other civic
projects was the Reverend John A. Cass. Cass was bom in Maine in 1843 and
became a Methodist minister in charge of a number of Boston area churches.
After his health failed, he “retired” to a career in business with the Fidelity Life
Insurance Company of Philadelphia. In 1892, he retired from the insurance
business to establish the College Tract Residence Company, developing the
tract of land sold by Swarthmore College between the railroad and the
Swarthmore Improvement tracts. A few years before, he had been one of the
driving forces behind the founding of the Union Church, a non-denominational
institution which, together with the Springfield School District, built Union
Hall on Yale Avenue in 1892. Besides serving on the first Borough Council and
often preaching at the Union Church, Cass founded a weekly newspaper in
June 1893 called The Swarthmore. The Morton Chronicle of June 8, 1893,
reported that the initial issue of The Swarthmore had appeared the week
before, an eight page paper in a ten by twelve inch format "devoted to
promoting the interests of the new borough." Intended originally only for
publication during the summer season, The Swarthmore was such a success
that it continued publication.
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After the Borough was created, the Reverend Cass initiated plans for a
large public building to be built by a stock company on the College Tract to
house a public hall, offices for Council, and stores. By October, work was well
underway on the building constructed by S. E. Horner, a building contractor
active in the early years of Swarthmore. An impressive stone and shingle
building designed by Amos Boyden, Swarthmore Hall faced Dartmouth Avenue.
Park Avenue (or College as it was referred to on some early College Tract maps)
was conceived as a major boulevard that would continue into Ridley. A fountain
or landscaped park was laid out in front of where the Methodist Church would
be built. It was removed within a few years because of traffic problems.
In 1908, by a close vote in a special election, a bond issue of $25,000 was
passed to fund buying a lot and building a Borough Hall. Instead, the Borough
elected to purchase Swarthmore Hall for $13,500 and spend an additional
$3,000 on repairs. In 1909, the bell tower was finished, and in 1914, Borough
fire equipment was moved from the first hall near Chester Road and Elm
Avenue to Borough Hall. This building served as Swarthmore's municipal
building until it was badly damaged by fire in March 1950 and demolished.
Swarthmore Hall joined several other buildings already operating in the
Borough’s new business district. The first business to open belonged to
Hannum and Huffnal, who operated a grocery store in a store contracted by
William J. Hall and built by Greim at the site where Michael's pharmacy (045SW-258) now stands. Huffrial opened November 10, 1892, and a week later,
Charles A. Smith, who moved from Morton, opened his business across the
street. Parts of Charles Smith’s general store have survived within One Park
Avenue (045-SW-259). In addition to these businesses, there were a number of
livery stables and real estate companies in town.
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The new Council quickly began to establish Borough ordinances. By May
11th, there were ordinances for tax assessing and collecting and surveying for
streets. Apparently, dealing with the animal population was another early
priority for Borough Council; on May 22, 1893, an ordinance was passed
forbidding the keeping of swine within the Borough except with written
permission from Council. In July, dog licensing was mandated, and, more
controversially, Council voted that all dogs must be muzzled. On the other
hand, it was December 1893 before a sidewalk ordinance was approved.
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One of the first concerns of the new Borough was to establish an effective
fire company. After John Cass's new house burned to the foundation in October
1893 only two weeks after he moved in, residents quickly organized to raise
funds to purchase a fire hose and carriage while the Borough provided funding
for eleven fire plugs. In December 1893, the Swarthmore Fire Association was
incorporated, which was succeeded in 1908 by the Swarthmore Fire and
Protective Association, Swarthmore's present company. This Association also
provided protective services until 1912 when Council employed uniformed
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policemen with pay, with the Fire and Protective Association continuing to
provide volunteer policemen for many years.
Swarthmore had a water system as early as 1881 (540 Ogden Avenue,
045-SW-030) supplied by the West Hill Land Company, but as the Borough
grew, so did its need for an expanded system. The pumping station first moved
to a larger facility on Whiskey Rim and then to Crum Creek, both sites in
Springfield Township. Springfield Water Company eventually was consolidated
with other local water companies to form Philadelphia Suburban Water
Company.
In the early days of the Borough, sewage was dumped into Crum Creek,
but by 1896, under pressure from the State Board of Health, the Borough began
to establish a sewer system. Council approved the use of an old quarry on Park
Avenue for a public dump, and other sites, including Little Crum Creek, also
did their turn as town dumps in the early 20th century. In 1896, Borough
Council contracted with the public improvement company for sixteen street
lamps. By 1910, the Borough paid for 142 electric street lamps (no original
features have been found extant).
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Another priority for the town fathers was the establishment of an
independent school district. As part of the Springfield School District, the new
Borough already had a school building in Union Hall on the triangular lot
bounded by Yale, Kenyon, and Rutgers Avenues (045-SW-123). The Union
Church held services on the second floor, while students attended classes on the
first. When the Borough was incorporated in 1893, a Swarthmore School Board
was established, with Charles G. Ogden serving as first Board President. Sixtyfive students attended classes in grades one through nine. The following year,
the school required the use of the entire building, and within a few years a
larger building was erected at the same site to accommodate the growing
student population.
William G. Hall became School Board Director in 1894, and in 1895, he
was followed by Dr. George Hoadley, also of the College. In that year, tenth
grade was added, followed in 1896 by eleventh grade. One hundred forty-six
students were enrolled, with Francis G. Pyle as Principal. The Swarthmore
School District graduated its first class of four students on June 20, 1899. In
these years, a number of College faculty participated in the Borough’s
educational system, and members of the College community have continued to
play a strong role in the schools and the community.
Swarthmore was fortunate to have a number of civic-minded individuals
committed to its development from its very start. A number of family names
reappear again and again in various roles. An interesting connection to
Swarthmore's founding fathers which lies outside of Swarthmore is the
Eastlawn Cemetery in Ridley Township. Now in a quiet residential
neighborhood at 7th and Girard Avenues, this cemetery was established when

Park Avenue was conceived as a broad boulevard connecting the center of
Swarthmore with Ridley Park (Girard Avenue is an extension of Park Avenue).
The cemetery was incorporated in 1894, with five Swarthmore residents its
original subscribers: John Cass, William Hall, Frederick Simons, Irwin Scott,
and Clarence Scott. A visit to this old-fashioned burial ground with the
appearance of a country cemetery reveals names prominent in the history of
Swarthmore.
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As the 19th century drew to a close, Swarthmore grew steadily as lots
were sold by the development companies and houses were erected. The Strath
Haven Inn continued to provide a focus for the summer seasons, opening in mid
June. The Strath Haven Inn and the Grange encouraged visitors to invest in
the town, and some houses were built as summer residential retreats for
Philadelphians. The houses on the western side of the 100 block of Cornell
Avenue (045-SW-265A-G) were built as summer houses, and Dr. Isaac Smedley,
a Swarthmore College graduate, built a summer house on the comer of Ogden
and Walnut Avenues (503 Walnut Avenue, 045-SW-007). The house was
designed in Colonial Revival style, and with Smedley’s accidental death, it was
purchased for a year-round residence.
In 1900, the Yale Avenue trolley went into operation. Another trolley line
ran along Baltimore Pike, and trains ran between Media and Philadelphia on
the Pennsylvania Railroad line to West Chester (045-SW-262) about every half
hour, making Swarthmore a convenient residential community for people
employed in Philadelphia and other parts of Delaware County.
Some of Swarthmore's traditions go back to its earliest years as a
Borough, including spirited July 4th parades and Christmas Eve visits by Santa.
The Country Picnic Day began in 1890 with a day long outing of Philadelphia
children and their mothers to the rural pleasures of Swarthmore. First held on
land south of the railroad, the event was moved to Emmons Riverview Farm
Tract (045-SW-313) in 1917 where it was celebrated each year until its
discontinuation in 1942. By the turn of the century, Swarthmore was
transformed from a farming area into a prosperous, growing suburban
community.
THE 20th CENTURY
At the beginning of the 20th century, the Borough of Swarthmore
consisted of the College buildings, a small business district at the crossroads of
South Chester and Park Avenues, scattered groups of houses developed by
various construction companies, and a number of open plots with older farm
buildings. Today's cherished "green college town" evolved in the first half of the
20th century, transformed by transportation, a variety of housing stock, and a
plethora of trees. The preference of many College faculty to make their homes
adjacent to the campus and be part of community life provided the Borough
with a unique personality.
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Swarthmore's location offered access to a number of modes of public
transportation to Philadelphia and other parts of Delaware County. This
encouraged its development as a traditional town, unlike some of the more
sprawling adjacent suburbs which were developed after World War II. Trains
ran frequently, and starting in 1894, trolleys ran on Baltimore Pike. In
September 1900, Council approved an ordinance granting permission to the
Philadelphia, Morton, and Swarthmore Street Railway Company to use Yale
Avenue for a trolley line. While the trolleys have been discontinued, bus service
continues to connect the Borough with the 69th Street transportation hub. The
volume of automobile traffic increased on Borough streets as well. Chester Road
and sections of Swarthmore, Cedar, and Yale Avenues were designated state
highways. In 1991, Interstate 476 ("the Blue Route") opened with an
interchange about Vl of a mile from the Borough, adding easy access to the
Pennsylvania Turnpike and Interstate 95.
The appearance of the business section was transformed in the later
1920s when Clarke and Harvey purchased the property on the southeastern
side of Park Avenue and Chester Road. They replaced the earlier buildings with
a cohesive line of Tudor-styled stores and apartments, the familiar "Michael's
Comer" (045-SW-260). Smith's grocery and the stores on the northern side of
the street (045-SW-259) were expanded and remodeled over the years, but the
old Borough Hall (the 1893 Swarthmore Hall purchased by the Borough in
1907) provided a symbol of continuity for the business district until mid
century. In 1950, a fire severely damaged the building, and it was decided that
it should be replaced with the present building, designed by architect and
former president of Council, George Ewing. The building is also home to the
Swarthmore Fire and Protective Association and the public library. In 1996, the
Borough Hall was expanded and remodeled to blend more successfully with
adjacent buildings.
A dramatic change in traffic patterns came with the construction of the
underpass in 1930, which allowed traffic to bypass the dangerous railroad
crossing as well as the business district. In 1902, an ordinance granted
permission for telephone lines to be established, and in 1912 the phone
exchange was built on Oberlin Avenue. In the 1920s, the first large apartment
building was constructed on South Chester Road. The 1930s were busy with the
enormous project of paving Borough sidewalks and streets.
A landmark in the business district was the Swarthmore National Bank
and Trust Company, founded in 1904 to serve local interests. In 1905, the bank
opened at South Chester Road and Rutgers Avenue. In 1926, this building was
moved around the comer and replaced by the building now occupied by PNC
' Bank (045-SW-264). Another important local institution is the Swarthmore
post office which had been established in 1870 and was located at a number of
sites, depending on the convenience of the postmaster, including the railroad

station and Shirer's drugstore. In 1935, the present building was erected (045SW-344).
More than the businesses, however, the character of the town was
determined by its homes. Swarthmore has a fortunate history of being
developed by investors who made the community their home rather than by
outside speculators. In 1911, the Borough established its first building code
regulating the class and construction of structures. In 1913, Council required
that building plans be submitted with each application for a building permit. A
zoning code was approved in 1928. Many homes were built in the 1920s while
numerous others were remodeled during that period. The result is that
Swarthmore has an early 20th century ambiance, yet its architecture also
reflects its roots in the Victorian era when it was incorporated.
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The most prolific of builders was Carroll Thayer. In 1906, he moved to
Swarthmore from New England and began to build houses, starting with 507
North Chester Road, a traditional American Four-Square (045-SW-044). Not a
registered architect, Thayer designed homes that were usually characterized by
an Arts and Crafts approach, with low doorways, tucked-in closets, and often
stucco exterior and arches. In 1911, he built homes for the Zimmers (045-SW292) and Sprouts (045-SW-294) on Ogden Avenue and the Peirsols on Lafayette
Avenue (045-SW-243). Thayer also was the builder for many architect-designed
homes; in the 1920s he built the houses developed by Louis Cole Emmons on
Riverview Road, as well as Emmons' own house.
Altogether, Carroll Thayer built about 150 homes in Swarthmore, the
last being the houses on Swarthmore Place, erected between 1927 and 1930
(045-SW-337). Longtime residents of Swarthmore remember Carroll Thayer
and his wife, Fannie, as a diminutive couple who spent their retirement years
in the small house they built at 601 Harvard Avenue (045-SW-229). Thayer was
active in the Presbyterian Church as an elder and trustee, and like most of
Swarthmore’s developers, he was committed to the community, taking an active
civic role. In fact, he served as Burgess and a member of Council for many
years. Thayer Road was named in his honor, and Swarthmore strongly bears
the imprint of his many productive years here.
While Thayer was the most active builder, he was joined by a number of
other important men. A. C. Lewis was active in the early years of the century.
He built and lived in 315 Lafayette Avenue (045-SW-247), which became the
home of the original Ingleneuk Teahouse in 1916-18 before it moved to its
present location on Park Avenue (045-SW-255). The Ingleneuk Teahouse
suffered severe fire damage in 2000. George Gregory built many Colonial and
Tudor Revivals in the 1920s, especially on Ogden Avenue. Louis Cole Emmons,
president of a coal and oil company, developed Riverview Estates with its large
single homes. This property was one of the original tracts reserved by the
Ogden family for its own use when the heirs subdivided John Ogden's estate in
1878. Clover Crest and then Riverview Farms Dairies were located on the
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property. Emmons razed the old Ogden house and replaced it with a new,
larger residence in 1916 (045-SW-313). Emmons kept prize-winning cows and
graciously opened his pool to Swarthmore children. When he died suddenly in
1937, the development of the tract that is now known as Swarthmore Hills was
taken over by William E. Witham, who was also responsible for Crest Lane
(045-SW-339A to G).
Another important builder and developer in the 1920s and 1930s was
George Gillespie, who built the homes along Strath Haven Avenue and other
residences in Swarthmore. At mid century, Robert Bird continued the tradition
of Swarthmorean sponsored real estate development with the homes built on
part of the Grange Tract on Cornell Avenue. Building has dwindled since mid
century because there is little remaining land to subdivide. In 1971,
Swarthmore adopted a comprehensive plan, updated in 1985, which establishes
goals and guidelines for land use and development.
There has been one very obvious change in the appearance of the
Borough since the mid century, which is the maturing of the tree canopy. At the
beginning of the 20th century, Swarthmore was primarily cleared fields.
Through the first quarter of the century and beyond, Swarthmore's gardens
were sunny with lots of color rather than the shade gardens of today. The Scott
Arboretum, established in 1929 (045-SW-083), has encouraged a town of
gardens with yards unbroken by fences. The Borough supports a program of
maintaining and revitalizing its street trees.
Besides the residential quality of its tree-lined streets, Swarthmore
retains its passion for its schools. The Swarthmore School District, established
in the year of incorporation, determined to build a high school in 1909. The
College Avenue building opened in 1911 (045-SW-272). The old school became
an elementary school, known as the Yale Avenue School (045-SW-123). Over
the years, the College Avenue School served a variety of ages of students and
has had a great number of modifications and additions, including a fire in 1958
which destroyed much of the original building and was replaced by the present
facade. In the early years of the district, black children in grades one through
eight were taught in a single, segregated classroom by a black female teacher
and then integrated into the school population for high school. In 1929, it was
decided that the Borough needed an additional elementary school, and land
was purchased on Rutgers Avenue, south of Yale Avenue (045-SW-115). The
new school was nearly complete when the Yale Avenue School burned in
December 1929. Black children in grades one to four then attended school in
the "Union Room" until 1939 when the district was integrated for all grades.
In 1955, the district became the Swarthmore-Rutledge School District. In
1963, the state legislature determined that all school districts should be
reorganized. The courts ordered the merging of the Swarthmore, Rutledge,
Nether Providence, and Rose Valley schools in 1970. After a long series of court
battles, the Wallingford-Swarthmore School District was finally consolidated in
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1983 with the opening of Strath Haven High School. For eight years, the
College Avenue School served as a K-8 school for Swarthmore residents, and
then one year as a 1-8 school. In 1991, all district middle school students were
merged into Strath Haven Middle School. Today, a large percentage of school
age children attend local district schools, and parent and community concern
and involvement remains one of the district's strengths.
Even more drastic changes have occurred to the private schools which
flourished in Swarthmore in the early years of the century. The Swarthmore
Preparatory School (or Swarthmore Grammar School), founded in 1892
(426/422 Harvard Avenue, 209 Rutgers Avenue, 423/425 Harvard Avenue, 045SW-098) when Swarthmore College closed its preparatory department, moved
in 1898 to new stone buildings at Harvard Avenue and South Chester Road.
Originally coed, the school became boys only in 1913. The Preparatory School
closed in 1931, a victim of the Depression. The buildings on Chester Road serve
as Swarthmore College dormitories today, while the old gymnasium complex is
home to a private laboratory and the Swarthmore Community Center. The
Mary Lyons School for Girls was established in 1913 on Harvard Avenue (045SW-105). During World War II, the buildings were used by the Navy, and the
school closed in 1943. More recently, the Swarthmore School, later known as
the Swarthmore Academy and housed in the Rutgers Avenue school building
(045-SW-115), was founded to offer a local alternative to the merged school
district. It ceased operation at the end of the 1991-92 academic year.
Unlike most communities its size, Swarthmore has boasted a number of
local papers. The first newspaper in town was The Swarthmore. published by
John Cass. About 1906, the paper became the property of the Swarthmore
Publishing Company, with management and editorial duties apparently being
passed amongst local business people. In 1910, Henry S. Walton, a local realtor,
was business manager, followed by E. A. Yamall in 1911. In May 1914,
management of the paper passed from Mr. E. L. Fenn, with Alice Garwood
serving as editor-in-chief to J. Milton Hazard. Julia R. Hazard, his wife and an
ardent temperance advocate and suffragist, served as editor of The Swarthmore
until 1923. In 1929, the name was changed to The Swarthmorean. Other
Swarthmore papers such as The Borough. The Republican, and The
Independent were published for only brief periods, but The Swarthmorean
remains a local institution today. The College has long published its own
student newspaper, The Phoenix.
Swarthmore has always been a community of organizations and clubs,
social and civic. Probably the most important in terms of its long-term influence
is the Swarthmore Women's Club. The Club was founded in 1898 and federated
in 1900. By 1905, the Club had moved from Swarthmore Hall to rented rooms
■ over Shirer's drugstore on South Chester Road (045-SW-263). In 1907, the Club
purchased the lot at 118 Park Avenue, and the following year it moved to its
own clubhouse, designed by Edward Stanton (045-SW-256). This Mission-style
building remained the home of the Swarthmore Women's Club until 1991 when
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the membership could no longer maintain the expense of the building. The
Women's Club sponsored the first library in the Borough, as well as the first 4th
of July programs and a mu-sing service. It also opened its building to the Red
Cross, the Players Club, the League of Women Voters, and Girl and Boy Scout
troops, as well as other civic and school organizations. It continues to sponsor a
number of philanthropic projects, including college scholarships.
A number of other organizations continued to thrive in the community as
the century drew to a close. The Swarthmore Players Club grew out of a 1911
minstrel troupe. From 1912 to 1931, it made its home in the Women's Club
Building. Unable to build in Swarthmore, the Players Club erected it own
building just across Fairview Avenue in 1931. Another Swarthmore institution
is the Swarthmore Swim Club, built in 1954 at the southern end of Riverview
Road. Some of the other organizations which remain veiy visible today are the
Lions Club, the Rotary, and the Business and Professional Association. The
Swarthmore Recreation Association was founded in 1940 and today sponsors a
number of activities including youth sports teams and a summer day camp. The
Swarthmore Community Center was incorporated in 1976 (045-SW-099).
Founded as a teen center, the Center has grown to offer programs to people of
all ages.
Two new organizations founded recently reflect the renewed interest in
Swarthmore's past and dedication to preserving its best qualities for the future.
In 1988, the Swarthmore Historical Society was established to survey and
preserve historic resources. In 1993, the Swarthmore Centennial Foundation
was incorporated to "provide for the betterment of Swarthmore, the
improvement of the Community, its children and its citizens, both during the
1993 centennial year and for all generations to come."
At the beginning of the 21st century, the Borough of Swarthmore
cherishes its history and looks forward to preserving its unique ambiance.
There have been dramatic changes in the past twenty-five years, most visibly
the opening of the nearby Springfield Mall in 1974, the merging of the
Wallingford-Swarthmore School District, and the opening of the Blue Route
(Interstate 476) in December 1991. The Borough has survived and continues to
thrive, even though faced with the issues and problems that are a part of
today's world. Change has not always been easy, but the Borough has been
fortunate in many ways. Two of its greatest assets are Swarthmore College,
which is consistently listed among the nation's top-rated small colleges, and its
school district, which has been honored many times.
Susanna K. Morikawa, 1993, revised 1999. (This is an expanded and
chronological version of material published in 1993 in Swarthmore
Illustrated: a Centennial History by Susanna K. Morikawa and Patricia
C. O’Donnell by Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College,
Swarthmore, PA.)
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Unlike many neighboring suburban communities, Swarthmore has an
uncommon built environment. Swarthmore’s mix of the natural elements,
early suburban development, compact commercial center, and fine collection
of architecture makes it unique to both Delaware County and the
Philadelphia area.
THE BUILT AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS OF SWARTHMORE
Swarthmore has a built history that spans over 300 years with an
extraordinary variety of both natural and man-made features. Also well
known as both a suburb and a college town, Swarthmore’s residential
environment and the Swarthmore College facilities are the most dominant
built features of the Borough. The residential areas make up approximately
52% of the land use, whereas the Swarthmore College facilities occupy
approximately 17% of the land in the Borough. Other uses include, but are
not limited to, commercial, 2%; roadways, 14%; recreation, 3%; public
buildings and churches, 2%; and industry, .02%.
Like many traditional towns, the commercial area of Swarthmore is
situated at the center of the Borough. Its growth and location are likely a
result of its close proximity to the Swarthmore train station, Chester Road,
Swarthmore College, and adjacent residential areas (see developmental
history of the Swarthmore business district). As described above in terms of
land use, actual commercial uses are relatively small when compared to other
land uses throughout the Borough. However, because of its central and
prominent location, it serves as a public landmark and social hub of the
Borough.
The commercial area of Swarthmore, or what is more commonly
referred to as the Swarthmore town center, has a very consistent feel in
terms of scale and design. Most buildings are less than three stories, and
their density makes for a clear distinction between the commercial area and
the adjacent uses. Also, the pedestrian orientation is clear — most business
entrances are located at the sidewalk, and it is easy for one to walk from
business to business without having to drive in a car.
Of the variety of land uses in the Borough, the residential environment
is the largest and most visually apparent. Many of the residential areas were
built at different times and reflect the varied design trends that span more
than 100 years of residential development. However, like many suburbs, the
residential atmosphere of the Borough retains many common urban design
features. The pedestrian friendly streets, the consistent lot sizes and
setbacks, and the size and massing of the buildings give an orderly feeling to
the residential areas. Moreover, because many of the homes in Swarthmore
are high style and architect designed, much of the Borough has a stately and

picturesque quality that is unique to the Philadelphia metropolitan area.
Many of these residential "subdivisions" are the epitome of traditional
neighborhood design, and in fact many of Swarthmore’s neighborhoods hold
their own character - one of the Borough’s most valuable assets.
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Like the residential areas, the College environment is a very
substantial part of the Borough landscape (see Swarthmore College history in
the survey forms). Having developed over the course of the last 137 years,
Swarthmore College has had a major influence on the population and
residential growth of the rest of the Borough. Also, like the residential areas
in Swarthmore, much of the College was built at different time periods,
reflecting the varied design fashions associated with over 100 years of
architectural history. Another important part of the College environment is
the Scott Arboretum, which incorporates the entire campus landscape.
Founded in 1929, the Arboretum includes the 200 acre Crum Woods, the
Scott Outdoor Amphitheater (045-SW-347), and a wide variety of gardens and
species collections.
For the rest of the Borough, the natural environment, both landscaped
and unlandscaped, is an important part of the overall community image. The
thousands of mature trees, for example, are the most visible part of the
Borough landscape. They not only convey a sense of permanence and stability
to the neighborhoods, but they also provide a nice canopy in the warmer
months. Less conspicuous than the trees are the variety of planned garden
landscapes found throughout the Borough. Most are on the grounds of private
homes and are maintained by families and individuals. Other important
features of the Borough landscape include Crum Creek on the western side of
the Borough, Little Crum Creek on the eastern side of the Borough, and a
number of parks including Umoja Park (045-SW-123) and Weeks Memorial
Park (045-SW-338).
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BUILDING TRENDS
Swarthmore has a variety of building types spanning most periods of
American history, from early Colonial farmhouses built in the 1700s to
houses built in the late 20th century. However, most of Swarthmore’s
neighborhoods and buildings were designed and built during the end of the
19th century and the first part of the 20th century. Many of these buildings
were architect-designed and reflect the fashionable architecture of that time
period, including building styles associated with the Victorian era, the Arts
and Crafts movement, and the Revival trends of the early 20th century.
Though not all buildings in Swarthmore are documented in the survey,
Table 1 gives insight into what decades experienced the most building
activity. As the table indicates, construction activity is the most concentrated
during two time periods. The first is the period of the 1890s and into the
early 1900s. The second is during the 1920s.
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The first major construction period occurs at a pivotal time for both
Swarthmore and the nation as a whole. For Swarthmore, the arrival of the
West Chester and Pennsylvania rail line in the 1850s provided new
transportation opportunities to people who lived both inside and outside of
the community. This, along with the founding and early growth of
Swarthmore College, fostered a demand for housing and real estate
development within the community.
TABLE 1
CONSTRUCTION DATE, BY DECADE,
OF SURVEY ENTRIES
DECADE
1700
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
TOTAL

PERCENTAGE
1.0
0.5
2.3

9.2
23.6

12.8
6.4
34.1
8.5
1.0
0.5
100.0

At the same time, the expansion of the railroad system throughout the
United States and in Philadelphia coincided with new attitudes toward urban
living. With rising industrialization, environmental conditions of the city
were worsening. Cities, including Philadelphia, were thought to be chaotic,
unhealthful, and overcrowded.
With the rise of anti-city attitudes, new perspectives on country living
became popular. The idyllic, rural setting of the countryside was thought to
be a superior, healthful way of living. Fashionable architects and landscape
architects promoted this lifestyle through their designs of picturesque
landscapes, romantic cottages, and rambling roadways. These ideas, along
with newly accessible rail transport, provided an easy way for the wealthy
and middle classes to escape the undesirable living conditions of the city.
Increasing industrialization and the expansion of the rail system also
led to dramatic changes in house design and construction. New, mass
produced building components could be shipped across the country by rail at
a relatively low cost. Also, the balloon frame house replaced the heavy timber

frame house which, in turn, allowed for the use of complex building
components and designs. The Victorian styles found throughout Swarthmore
mirror many of these 19th century construction changes. Examples of these
styles include the Second Empire, Stick, Queen Anne, Shingle, and
Romanesque Revival types.
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The second period of significant construction growth is the period of
the 1920s that followed the end of World War I and preceded the Great
Depression. According to Table 1, the highest number of entries in the
Swarthmore survey, 34%, are from this decade. Again, Table 1 does not
represent all of the construction that occurred in Swarthmore; however, it
does give insight as to how much construction took place during this time
period. Moreover, population figures provide further understanding of
Swarthmore’s growth during this decade. The population in Swarthmore
increased dramatically during this decade — from 2,350 persons in 1920 to
3,405 persons in 1930 - a 45% increase in population.
The buildings that were built during this time period reflect many of
the changes in domestic fashions. Reacting to the eclectic design trends of the
late 1800s, Victorian styles were abandoned and replaced by another phase of
Revival architecture that attempted a purer interpretation of previous
domestic design.
Throughout suburban America and especially in Swarthmore, the
Colonial Revival house became the preferred choice for house design and was
a reflection of the growing nostalgia for America's colonial history. By copying
the rough-hewn, handmade moldings and decorations of the Colonial homes,
builders and architects fulfilled the need to stay connected to the past. This
simple style dominated domestic architecture for the first part of the century.
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Other fashionable styles of this time period are what are known as the
French Eclectic and Tudor Revival. Found throughout Swarthmore, these
styles gained popularity after World War I as soldiers returning from Europe
found a new appreciation for the styles of the rural French and English
countryside. The Philadelphia area was particularly receptive to these
trends, and many of these styles can also be found in neighborhoods in Upper
Darby, the Main Line, and Chestnut Hill.
STYLES AND SUBDIVISIONS: EARLY BOROUGH DEVELOPMENT
Prior to its incorporation as a Borough in 1893, Swarthmore was a part
of both Springfield Township and Ridley Township. The primary use for the
land was agriculture, and as such, many of the earliest buildings in
Swarthmore were farmhouses and farm related outbuildings. The few
remaining examples of the early agrarian buildings in Swarthmore include
what is known as the Benjamin West House (045-SW-084) and the
Maddock/Ogden House and Springhouse (045-SW-036 and 045-SW-037,
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respectively). Both houses have similar design features and are excellent
examples of early Pennsylvania Colonial farmhouses. As of early 2001, both
houses were the only places in Swarthmore listed on the National Register of
Historic Places.
By the mid 19th century, the area known as Westdale (later re-named
Swarthmore) began to experience a small increase in development and
population growth. The West Chester and Pennsylvania rail line arrived in
the 1850s, which led to Swarthmore becoming an early commuter suburb in
Delaware County. Soon after, in 1869, Swarthmore College was founded (see
survey forms for Swarthmore College history). The original College building,
known as “Parrish Hall” (045-SW-086), is an enormous Second Empire style
building — a Victorian style that was popular during this time period.
In 1878, the first housing subdivision occurred to the north of the
College and was laid out by the West Hill Land Company (see attached map
of early Swarthmore subdivisions). Not all the houses in the West Hill
subdivision were built at once. In fact, by 1909, many of the lots had yet to be
built upon. However, this section of the Borough still retains many fine
examples of the Borough’s earliest post-Colonial buildings. The Courtney
Smith House (045-SW-077), now the residence for the President of
Swarthmore College, was one of the first houses built by the West Hill Land
Company and served as the sample home for developers. Built in 1879, the
house is typical of the Second Empire Victorian style that was fashionable
dining that time period. Addison Hutton, a famous Philadelphia architect,
was responsible for the design of both the Courtney Smith House and Parrish
Hall (mentioned above).
As the 19th century came to a close, house construction increased in the
West Hill Land Company subdivision. In addition to the Second Empire style,
many of the houses in the neighborhood were built in other Victorian styles,
most with distinct Queen Anne features such as multi-textured walls,
asymmetrical facades, irregular floor plans, and steeply pitched roofs. Some
notable examples of the Queen Anne style in the West Hill subdivision
include 508 Cedar Lane (045-SW-032), built in 1893, and 410 Cedar Lane
(045-SW-027), built in 1889.
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On the other side of the Borough, the Swarthmore Improvement
Company was laying out plots of land for house construction in the late 1880s
(see attached map of early Swarthmore subdivisions). Like many of the
houses found in the West Hill subdivision, a significant portion of the houses
in the Swarthmore Improvement subdivision were designed with Victorian
styling. One of the earliest buildings in the subdivision is located at 123
South Princeton Avenue and was constructed between 1882 and 1889 for the
president of the Swarthmore Improvement Company (045-SW-231). The
Victorian features of the house tend to reflect Romanesque Revival
characteristics instead of the common Queen Anne influence found

throughout Swarthmore. Other Victorian houses that were built early in this
subdivision include 119 South Princeton Avenue and 109 South Princeton
Avenue (045-SW-232 and 045-SW-233, respectively). Built in the early 1890s,
both houses have distinct Queen Anne features and an eclectic variety of
design traits, including large wraparound porches, irregular roof lines, and a
variety of windows.
Located down the street on Harvard Avenue, another pocket of
Victorian houses was built in the early 1890s. These houses were associated
with the Swarthmore Preparatory School, and all except one of the houses
have clear Queen Anne features (045-SW-221, 223, 224). Notable design
features include large porches, complex roof systems, and a variety of types of
exterior cladding. The Preparatory School was a co-ed day boarding school
that was opened in 1892 and eventually moved to new buildings at the corner
of South Chester and Harvard Avenues.
Located just to the north of the Swarthmore Improvement subdivision,
the land that encompasses the business district, once known as the College
Tract subdivision, was laid out in 1891 (see attached map of early
Swarthmore subdivisions). Many of the homes in this subdivision date from
the late 1890s, including a series of Shingle style homes on Lafayette Avenue,
built in 1898-1899 (045-SW-244, 245, 246), and a series of small Queen Anne
homes on the 100 block of Cornell Avenue (045-SW-265), built circa 1895.
However, like the other subdivisions throughout Swarthmore, not all of the
parcels were developed at once. In the case of the College Tract, full build-out
of both the residential areas and the business district did not occur until the
late 1910s and into the 1920s.
STYLES AND SUBDIVISIONS: 1900s TO 1930s
At the start of the 20th century, close to half of the land within the
Borough boundaries had been developed. A 1909 insurance map of
Swarthmore indicates that a majority of the parcels in the West Hill,
Swarthmore Improvement, and College Tract subdivisions had been built
upon. House fashions were changing as well. Victorian styles in Swarthmore
were less common, and many of the new houses were incorporating Colonial
Revival influences. 317 North Chester Road (045-SW-069), built between
1902 and 1909, is an early example of the Dutch Colonial Revival. Also, there
are a few early examples of the Colonial Revival building type known as the
American Four-Square. They include 507 Chester Road (045-SW-044), built
in 1904, and 310 and 314 Lafayette Avenue, both built in 1898 (045-SW-249,
248).
While Revival house styles were becoming fashionable in Swarthmore,
other early 20th century styles, like the Prairie and Craftsman styles, were
less common (see Table 2). Of the few examples, there is one house with
subtle Prairie-like features located at 204 Dickinson Avenue (045-SW-182).
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The hipped low-pitched roof line, the wide overhanging eaves, and the
horizontal composition suggest a Prairie design influence.
TABLE 2
PERCENTAGE OF EACH BUILDING STYLE
REPRESENTED IN THE SURVEY
STYLE
Colonial Revival
Queen Anne
Tudor Revival
Gothic Revival
Dutch Revival
Neo-Classical
Vernacular Victorian
French Eclectic
Craftsman
Eclectic Victorian
Shingle
American Four-Square
English Cottage
Mission
Italian Renaissance
Second Empire
Colonial
Stick
Carriage House
Deco
Beaux Arts
Georgian
Prairie
Romanesque
TOTAL

PERCENTAGE
28.4
22.1
12.9
6.3
3.2
3.2
3.2
2.5
2.2
2.2
2.2

1.9
1.6
1.3
1.3
1.3
0.9
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

100.0

The Craftsman style house, sometimes called the Bungalow or Arts
and Crafts houses, had its beginnings in California and is a typical house
style found throughout the West and Midwest. 119 College Avenue (045-SW062), for example, is an eclectic mix of styles with subtle Craftsman features
including wide overhanging eaves, an enclosed porch supported by stone
columns, and a stone facade on the first floor. 11 Amherst Avenue (045-SW211), on the other hand, is a very authentic example of the Craftsman style.
Some of the notable Craftsman features on this house are the low pitched
cross-gabled roof, the wide, unenclosed eaves with exposed rafters, and a
stone porch with a raised foundation.
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After World War I, the built environment in Swarthmore changed
considerably. The population was increasing, and to meet this demand of

those who wished to live in Swarthmore, much of the remaining open land
was being developed with large single-family houses. At the same time, the
architecture in Swarthmore began to reflect the more pure versions of the
popular early 20th century Revival styles.
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One of these developments, Riverview Estates, was developed between
1916 and 1924 and contains a number of French Eclectic, Tudor Revival, and
Colonial Revival style houses (see attached map of early Swarthmore
subdivisions). Of particular note are the series of houses located at 427, 431,
435, and 439 Riverview Avenue (045-SW-316, 317, 318, 319). Built by Carroll
Thayer and developed by prominent local developer Louis Cole Emmons,
these houses are excellent examples of the large Revival style homes being
built in Swarthmore during the 1920s.
Similar Revival styles that were developed during the same time
period can be found in other parts of the Borough. On the northern side of the
Borough is the Thayer Tract development (045-SW-303), a small development
of large Revival style homes, including French Eclectic, Colonial Revival,
Neo-Classical, and Tudor Revival houses. Another development on the
southern side of the Borough went up during the same time period and is
known as the Gillespie Tract subdivision (045-SW-108, 109). Like the Thayer
Tract and Riverview Estates developments, many of the houses in the
Gillespie Tract reflect the Revival fashions of the time period. Finally, one of
the most well-known Revival style examples in the Borough is Michael’s
commercial row, located at the comer of Park Avenue and Chester Road in
the Swarthmore business district (045-SW-260). Built in 1925 and 1926, the
2Vi story commercial row has distinct Tudor Revival features and provides
both a visual and a commercial anchor to the business district.
STYLES AND SUBDIVISIONS: MID 20th CENTURY BOROUGH
DEVELOPMENT
For Swarthmore, the 1920s brought a significant increase in the
population of the Borough, boosting the demand for housing and real estate
development. However, at the onset of the Great Depression and into World
War II, residential building ventures slowed. It was only after World War II
that the rest of the open land in Swarthmore was developed (see attached
map of early Swarthmore subdivisions). Many of the houses in these
subdivisions reflect the popular domestic designs of the day and are loosely
based on traditional styles. In addition, all housing developments were
designed with the automobile in mind with the garage becoming a major
feature of the front facade.
While many of Swarthmore’s mid 20th century buildings were not
included in the survey, they still maintain an important role in the
developmental history of the Borough and in a much larger sense, the evolving
development patterns of the American landscape. In addition, as with the other
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residential areas in the Borough, many of these neighborhoods are still
physically intact with little outside design intrusion.
The Burnley Tract, at the very southeastern end of the Borough, was
laid out in 1902 but was not built upon until after World War II. The
Swarthmore Hills subdivision, at the northeastern end of the Borough, was
laid out in 1939, but like the Burnley Tract, was not built upon until after the
War. The last housing development to be built in the Borough was
Morganwood (045-SW-345), a Presbyterian retirement community at the far
southwestern end of Swarthmore. Built in circa 1960, all of the houses are
one story Ranch style houses that are characteristic of many American
houses built during this time period. Many of these common features include
the asymmetrical one story house, with a cross-gabled low pitched roof line
and the garage incorporated into the facade.

I
SURVEY RECOMMENDATIONS
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The following are specific recommendations that DCPD feels are
necessary in order to achieve minimum preservation goals in Swarthmore.
They are a subset of possible preservation recommendations available to all
communities. For other possible preservation actions and expanded
descriptions of each of the recommendations below, see Appendix F - Legal
Basis and Preservation Tools and Incentives.
1.

Adopt this survey as part of the comprehensive plan.
DCPD recommends that Swarthmore Borough adopt this document, the
Historic Resources Survey for Swarthmore Borough, as an appendix to
Swarthmore’s current comprehensive plan.

I

In addition to adopting the survey, general goals and objectives should
also be inserted into the existing comprehensive plan. As set forth in
Pennsylvania's Municipalities Planning Code (MPC), Sections 603 (a)
and 606, any preservation actions, ordinances, or zoning provisions
should reflect the goals and objectives in Swarthmore’s comprehensive
plan.

I
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2.
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Create a preservation plan.

1

DCPD recommends the following: 1) create a preservation plan OR 2)
create a new comprehensive plan to replace the dated 1965 plan, and
within it include a preservation plan as mandated by MPC Article III,
Sections 301 (6) and (7). See Appendix F for a full explanation of the
preservation plan.

I

Note: many of the portions contained within this survey can be
used for the creation of a preservation plan.

I
I

I
I
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3.

Increase nominations for National Register sites and districts.
A.

DCPD recommends that Swarthmore Borough encourage the
nomination of individual sites and districts throughout the
community. Sites in Swarthmore already on the National Register
are:
i.

Ogden House (045-SW-036)

n.

Benjamin West Birthplace (045-SW-084)

in.

Swarthmore Apartments (045-SW-266) has been deemed
eligible but is not listed as of March 2001.

B.

C.

Specific districts that DCPD believes to be worthy of National
Register status include* (see Swarthmore Borough Subdivision
Map for reference):
1.

Swarthmore College campus (including the former
Swarthmore Preparatory School and Mary Lyons School
buildings and Scott Arboretum)

11.

Horne - Gilpin Tract subdivision

m.

West Hill Land Company subdivision

iv.

Swarthmore Improvement Company subdivision

v.

Thayer Tract subdivision

vi.

Riverview Estates subdivision

Vll.

Gillespie Tract subdivision

Specific individual sites outside of proposed districts that DCPD
believes to be worthy of National Register status include*:
1.

Swarthmore Presbyterian Church (045-SW-102)

n.

731 Harvard Avenue (045-SW-103)

m.

737 Harvard Avenue (045-SW-104)

iv.

201 South Chester Road (045-SW-140)

v.

218 South Swarthmore Avenue (045-SW-198)

vi.

Michael’s Comer (045-SW - 258, 259, 260)

Vll.

Swarthmore train station (045-SW-262)

viii.

17-23 South Chester Road, the Shirer Building (045-SW263)

*

IX.

201 & 209 Garrett Road (045-SW-269)

x.

321 North Swarthmore Avenue (045-SW-281)

Note: further documentation is needed to better define boundaries
in order to determine which sites are contributing and non
contributing to the historic districts.
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4.

xi.

407 North Swarthmore Avenue (045-SW-284)

xu.

412 Riverview Road - Clover Crest Farm (045-SW-313)

xm.

430 Riverview Road (045-SW-315)

xiv.

607 North Chester Road (045-SW-325)

xv.

Yale Avenue dam (045-SW-343)

xvi.

U.S. Post Office, Rutgers Avenue (045-SW-344)

Create a local historic district ordinance for:
A.

Swarthmore town center

B.

West Hill Land Development subdivision

C.

Swarthmore Improvement Company subdivision

DCPD believes that there are a number of significant resources in the
districts that, if altered, might have the potential to permanently affect
the aesthetics of the rest of these areas. In addition, where there is
potential for new development, it would be wise of Swarthmore to
guide new development to conform to such things as scale, setback,
design, placement, and use.
DCPD believes that the most useful tool for the protection of the
character of these areas would be to create a relaxed Act 167 local
historic district ordinance. This could protect these areas against major
development intrusions but can be loose on regulating each and every
building within the districts. In addition, regulation could emphasize
overall character, not specific materials and design decisions.
Act 167 districts need not be National Register districts; however, they
may contain one or more individually listed National Register or
National Register eligible sites.
Other districts to be considered for local historic district ordinances
include:
A.

College Tract subdivision

B.

Riverview Estates subdivision

C.

Thayer Tract subdivision

I
D.
5.

Gillespie Tract subdivision

Initiate Borough-wide demolition regulation.
Often, an Historical Architectural Review Board (HARB) of a local
historic district can regulate demolition. However, in the case of sites
not contained within local historic districts OR individual sites
throughout the Borough needing protection, Swarthmore should consider
a demolition ordinance using MPC Article VI, Sections 604 (1) and 605
(2) as enabling legislation.

6.

Create a Main Street Program for Swarthmore town center.
DCPD recommends that Swarthmore consider the "Pennsylvania Main
Street Program" or the "National Trust Main Street Program" as ways
to improve the town center and work with downtown revitalization
agencies at the state and national levels.

7.

Identify Borough-wide natural features.
DCPD believes that Swarthmore should identify all possible natural
features such as historic gardens, trees, water resources, open spaces,
and parks. In addition, Swarthmore should add to and amend the
survey to include these resources and consider protective measures for
preservation.

8.

9.

I
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Identify Borough-wide historic resources other than buildings and
natural resources.

I

DCPD recommends that Swarthmore identify all other types of historic
resources. Such resources might include, but are not limited to, gates,
walls, signage, street lighting, paving, ruins, bridges, roads, dams,
sculpture, towers, and archaeology.
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Initiate a Swarthmore College development impact study.
DCPD believes that it would be in the best interest of Swarthmore
Borough to consider the impact of College development on historic,
cultural, and natural features along Swarthmore College campus
boundaries. Consider using MPC Article VI, Sections 604 (1) and 605 (2)
as enabling legislation to create a zoning ordinance overlay for resource
protection in those areas. As an alternative, designation of local historic
districts that encompass some of these "boundary" properties would be
another way to protect these resources.

I
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10.

Create a Swarthmore Borough Historic Commission.
DCPD recommends that Swarthmore Borough create a new group or use
an existing group to act in an official advisory capacity on all matters
affecting or pertaining to historic or preservation issues in the Borough.

11.

Protect Swarthmore’s most important archaeological sites.
DCPD recommends that Swarthmore Borough ensure that new
development will best enhance existing natural features and do the
least harm to potential archaeological resources.

12.

Increase public education on Borough-wide historic preservation issues.
DCPD recommends that Swarthmore Borough encourage and promote
the architectural and cultural traditions of the community by offering
Borough-wide information on historic preservation issues and also by
working with neighborhood groups, schools, individuals, and
Swarthmore College in order to promote the built heritage of the
Borough.

*
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MAP KEY TO SWARTHMORE BOROUGH HISTORIC RESOURCES
•

Numbers correspond to the survey code on the Historic Resource Survey
forms (e.g. #2. 525 Walnut Lane = 045-SW-002)

•

Asterisk
signifies a resource without a completed Historic Resource
Survey form as of April 2001

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
23-B.
23-C.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

540 Walnut Lane*
525 Walnut Lane
519 Walnut Lane
526 Walnut Lane
518 Walnut Lane
517 Walnut Lane*
503 Walnut Lane
504 Walnut Lane, with tree
612 Hillborn Avenue
614 Hillborn Avenue*
603 Ogden Avenue*
609 Ogden Avenue
613 Ogden Avenue*
612 Ogden Avenue*
740 Ogden Avenue
402 Walnut Lane, "Crumwald," now Woolman Hall
605 Elm Avenue
615 Elm Avenue*
600, 602, 604 & 606 Elm Avenue
550 Elm Avenue, the College's Vice President's House
401-403 Walnut Lane and Elm Avenue, faculty apartments
1 Whittier Place
2 and 4 Whittier Place, faculty housing
3 Whittier Place
5 Whittier Place
521 Elm Avenue
511 Elm Avenue*
501 Elm Avenue
410 Cedar Lane
506 Ogden Avenue
513 Ogden Avenue
540 Ogden Avenue, the West Hill Water Works
502 Cedar Lane
508 Cedar Lane
514 Cedar Lane
524 Cedar Lane
528 Cedar Lane*
530 Cedar Lane, Maddock/Ogden House
525 Cedar Lane, Maddock/Ogden Springhouse

I
38.

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

61.
62.
63.

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

69.
70.

71.
72.
73.

74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

79.
80.

81.

521 Cedar Lane*
517 Cedar Lane
435 Ogden Avenue*
500 North Chester Road
506 North Chester Road*
508 North Chester Road*
507 North Chester Road
302 & 308 Ogden Avenue
416 North Chester Road
412 North Chester Road
411 North Chester Road
315 Elm Avenue, a.k.a. 403 North Chester Road
307 Elm Avenue
303 Elm Avenue
301 Elm Avenue*
213 Elm Avenue
205 Elm Avenue
201 Elm Avenue
100 Elm Avenue*
104 Elm Avenue
214 Elm Avenue
322 Maple Avenue
316 Maple Avenue
317 Maple Avenue (see 045-SW-058)
119 College Avenue
201/203 College Avenue
209/211 College Avenue*
215 College Avenue
North Chester Road at College Avenue, Trinity Episcopal Church
307 North Chester Road
315 North Chester Road
317 North Chester Road, " The Fenwick"
304 North Chester Road
306 North Chester Road
308 North Chester Road
318 North Chester Road, "Hillcrest"
404 Elm Avenue, a.k.a. 320 North Chester Road, "Sunny Slope"
405 Elm Avenue
409 Elm Avenue, "Ashton House"
324 Cedar Lane, "Courtney Smith House" or "President’s House"
510/512 Elm Avenue, carriage house for President's House
311 Cedar Lane
409 College Avenue
411 College Avenue, Black Cultural Resource Center

Physical Description and Developmental History of Swarthmore
College (all buildings located at 500 College Avenue)
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82.
83.

84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98-A.
98-B.
98-C.
99.
100.
101.
102.
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103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108-A.
108-B.
108-C.
108-D.
108-E.
108-F.
108-G.
108-H.
109-A.
109-B.
109-C.
109-D.
109-E.
109-F.

Bond Memorial and Lodges (see also 045-SW-350)
Scott Arboretum, first college observatory
Benjamin West House
Old Tarble Hall, original Friends Historical Library
Parrish. Hall, original Swarthmore College
Trotter Hall
12 Whittier Place, the Swarthmore Friends Meeting House
Hicks Hall
Beardsley Hall
Clothier Memorial Hall
Sproul Observatory, first College President's House
Fraternity Row, 5 houses
Papazien Hall, former Bartol Institute for Nuclear Physics
505 Field House Lane
Crum Ledge Lane, faculty housing
College Barn
South Chester Road, "The Towers," Swarthmore Preparatory School,
now Palmer Hall
South Chester Road, "The Gables," Swarthmore Preparatory School,
now Pittinger Hall
South Chester Road, Swarthmore Preparatory School, now Roberts
Hall
South Chester Road, Swarthmore Preparatory School Lab, now
Swarthmore Community Center
718 Harvard Avenue*
736 Harvard Avenue*
727 Harvard Avenue at South Chester Road, the Swarthmore
Presbyterian Church
731 Harvard Avenue, "ABC House for Boys"
737 Harvard Avenue, "The Lodge"
Harvard Avenue at Yale Avenue, a.k.a. Mary Lyons Dorm
915 Harvard Avenue, "Magstan Manse"
1020 Harvard Avenue*
604 University Place
605 University Place
606 University Place
621 University Place
623 University Place
625 University Place
630 University Place
600 University Place
600 Strath Haven Avenue
607 Strath Haven Avenue*
608 Strath Haven Avenue
611 Strath Haven Avenue
614 Strath Haven Avenue
617 Strath Haven Avenue

(

109-G.
109-H.
109-1.
109-J.
109-K
109-L.
109-M.
109-N.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120-A.
120-B.
120-C.
120-D.
120-E.
120-F.
120-G.
120-H.
121.
122-A.
122-B.
122-C.
122-D.
122-E.
122-F.
122-G.
122-H.
122-1.
122-J.
122-K.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.

620 Strath Haven Avenue
621 Strath Haven Avenue
625 Strath Haven Avenue
627 Strath Haven Avenue
629 Strath Haven Avenue
630 Strath Haven Avenue
633 Strath Haven Avenue
634 Strath Haven Avenue
913 Strath Haven Avenue*
915 Strath Haven Avenue*
918 Strath Haven Avenue*
818 Westdale Road at Chester Road
910 Westdale Road*
Rutgers Avenue, the Rutgers Avenue (Elementary) School
515 Michigan Avenue, "The Grange tenant house"
40 Michigan Avenue*
621 Fairview Road*
739 Yale Avenue
604/606 Yale Avenue
309/311 Brighton Avenue
313/315 Brighton Avenue
317/319 Brighton Avenue
321/323 Brighton Avenue
1/2 Kenyon Avenue
3/4 Kenyon Avenue
5/6 Kenyon Avenue
246 Bowdoin Avenue, "Jones Hall"
307 Union Avenue
315/317 Union Avenue
316/318 Union Avenue
321 Union Avenue
324 Union Avenue
331 Union Avenue
333 Union Avenue
337 Union Avenue
340 Union Avenue
343 Union Avenue
232 Bowdoin Avenue, "Wesley African Methodist Episcopal Church"
Yale Avenue at Rutgers and Kenyon Avenues, Umoja Park
515 Cornell Avenue
511 Cornell Avenue*
421 Cornell Avenue*
402/404 Cornell Avenue*
330 Cornell Avenue*
430 South Chester Road
410 South Chester Road
302 South Chester Road*
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132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
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153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.

305/307 South Chester Road
301/303 South Chester Road
224 South Chester Road
South Chester Road at Yale Avenue, former Hannum & Waite
Building
223 South Chester Road
216 South Chester Road
212 South Chester Road*
200 South Chester Road
201 South Chester Road
215 Cornell Avenue
209 Rutgers Avenue
214 Rutgers Avenue
218 Rutgers Avenue
222 & 226 Rutgers Avenue*
223 Kenyon Avenue
227, 231 & 235/237 Kenyon Avenue
220 Haverford Avenue
215 Haverford Avenue
243 Haverford Avenue
203 Park Avenue
206 Park Avenue, was First Church of Christ, Scientist, now a
private residence
223 Park Avenue*
227 Park Avenue
224 Park Avenue*
230 Park Avenue
235 Park Avenue
311/313 Park Avenue
319/321 Park Avenue
322 Park Avenue
323 Park Avenue
327 Park Avenue
328 Park Avenue
335 Park Avenue
336 Park Avenue
345 Park Avenue
415 Yale Avenue*
350 Vassar Avenue
341 & 343 Vassar Avenue*
339 Vassar Avenue
334 Vassar Avenue
333 Vassar Avenue*
327 Vassar Avenue*
326/328 Vassar Avenue
319 Vassar Avenue
314 Vassar Avenue

177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.

311 Vassar Avenue
227 Vassar Avenue
223 Vassar Avenue
211 Vassar Avenue
216 Vassar Avenue
204 Dickinson Avenue
206/208 Dickinson Avenue
222 Dickinson Avenue*
235 Dickinson Avenue*
236 Dickinson Avenue
238 Dickinson Avenue
239 Dickinson Avenue
304 Dickinson Avenue
307 Dickinson Avenue*
310 Dickinson Avenue*
315 Dickinson Avenue*
330 Dickinson Avenue
334 Dickinson Avenue
337 Dickinson Avenue*
200 Yale Avenue*
114 Yale Avenue *
218 South Swarthmore Avenue
102 South Swarthmore Avenue
12/14 South Swarthmore Avenue
100 Columbia Avenue
101 Columbia Avenue
103 Columbia Avenue*
109 Columbia Avenue*
110 Columbia Avenue
112 Columbia Avenue
111 Columbia Avenue
45 Amherst Avenue*
37 Amherst Avenue
32 Amherst Avenue
11 Amherst Avenue
16 Oberlin Avenue
18 Oberlin Avenue
203 Harvard Avenue*
213 Harvard Avenue
214 Harvard Avenue
215 Harvard Avenue, the Bell Telephone Exchange
311 Harvard Avenue
410 Harvard Avenue
417 Harvard Avenue
422 Harvard Avenue
423/425 Harvard Avenue, "Recitation Hall"
426 Harvard Avenue, "The Harvard"
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224.
225.
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226.
227.
228.

229.
230.

231.
232.
233.

234.
235.
236.
237.
238.

239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.

Developmental History of Swarthmore Business District
258-A.
258-B.
259.
260-A.
260-B.
• 260-C.
261.
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500 Harvard Avenue
501 Harvard Avenue*
504 Harvard Avenue
506 Harvard Avenue
600 Harvard Avenue*
601 Harvard Avenue
603 Harvard Avenue*
123 South Princeton Avenue
119 South Princeton Avenue
109 South Princeton Avenue
105 South Princeton Avenue
104 South Princeton Avenue*
101 South Princeton Avenue
19 South Princeton Avenue
II South Princeton Avenue
101 Dartmouth Avenue
210 Dartmouth Avenue*
III Lafayette Avenue*
215 Lafayette Avenue*
219 Lafayette Avenue
301 Lafayette Avenue
307 Lafayette Avenue
311 Lafayette Avenue
315 Lafayette Avenue
314 Lafayette Avenue
310 Lafayette Avenue
147 Park Avenue*
143 Park Avenue*
Park Avenue, the United Methodist Church complex
144 Park Avenue*
124 Park Avenue
120 Park Avenue, the Ingleneuk Tearoom
118 Park Avenue, Swarthmore Women's Club
110/112 Park Avenue, Help Business Services building

262.
263.

100 Park Avenue, Swarthmore business district
102-104 Park Avenue, Swarthmore business district
1-13 Park Avenue (north side), Swarthmore business district
2-16 Park Avenue (south side), Swarthmore business district
1-11 South Chester Road at Park Avenue, Swarthmore business
district
13/15 South Chester Road, Swarthmore business district
301-415 Dartmouth Avenue, Swarthmore business district
South Chester Road at SEPTA tracks, Swarthmore train station
17-23 South Chester Road, the Shirer Building

264.
265-A.
265-B.
265-C.
265-D.
265-E.
265-F.
265-G.
266.
267.
268.

269.
270.

271.
272.

273.

274.
275.
276.
277.
278.

279.
280.

281.
282.
283.

284.
285.
286.
287.
288.

289-A.
289-B.
290.
291.
292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
300.

29 South Chester Road, Swarthmore PNC Bank
104 Cornell Avenue
106 Cornell Avenue
108 Cornell Avenue
110 Cornell Avenue
112 Cornell Avenue
114 Cornell Avenue
116 Cornell Avenue
111 South Chester Road, "The Swarthmore Apartments"
234 Benjamin West Avenue*
252 Benjamin West Avenue*
201 & 209 Garrett Road
216 Garrett Road*
228 Garrett Road
College Avenue at North Princeton Avenue, former Swarthmore
Elementary and High Schools, now Swarthmore-Rutledge
Elementary School
29 College Avenue
213 North Princeton Avenue*
217 North Princeton Avenue*
221 North Princeton Avenue
307 & 317 North Princeton Avenue*
224 North Swarthmore Avenue
330 North Swarthmore Avenue*
205 North Swarthmore Avenue*
309 North Swarthmore Avenue
AME Church (see 045-SW-122K)
401 North Swarthmore Avenue
407 North Swarthmore Avenue
411 North Swarthmore Avenue
420 North Swarthmore Avenue*
100 Elm Avenue, at the comer with Elm, Princeton, and Swarthmore
Avenues
244 Ogden Avenue
245 Ogden Avenue
243 Ogden Avenue
241 Ogden Avenue*
143 Ogden Avenue*
135 Ogden Avenue
240 Ogden Avenue
133 Ogden Avenue*
129 Ogden Avenue*
111 Ogden Avenue*
109 Ogden Avenue*
9 Ogden Avenue,* "Indian Hills"
5 Ogden Avenue*
6 Ogden Avenue
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301.
302.
303.

303-A.
303-B.
303-C.
303-D.
303-E.
303-F.
303-G.
303-H.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
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309.
310.
311.
312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.

321.
322.
323.

324.
325.
326.
327.
328.

329.
330.

331.
332.

333-A.
333-B.
333-C.
333-D.
334.
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335.

8 Ogden Avenue
100 Ogden Avenue
Thayer Road, development by Emmons
101 Guernsey Road
410 Thayer Road
406 Thayer Road
401 Thayer Road
405 Thayer Road
411 Thayer Road
415 Thayer Road
414 Thayer Road
5 Guernsey Road
9 Guernsey Road
111 Guernsey Road
125 Guernsey Road
140 Guernsey Road*
150 Guernsey Road
Swarthmore Hills: 20, 30, & 40 Guernsey Road
203/205 & 207/209 Riverview Road
390 Riverview Road*
412 Riverview Road, a.k.a. 40 Wellesley Road, "Clover Crest Farm,"
a.k.a. "Riverview Farm"
420 Riverview Road*
430 Riverview Road
427 Riverview Road
431 Riverview Road
435 Riverview Road
439 Riverview Road
451 Riverview Road*
507 Riverview Road
545 Riverview Road, at Baltimore Pike
601 North Chester Road
606 North Chester Road
607 North Chester Road
612 North Chester Road*
615 North Chester Road, "Stoneleigh"
618 North Chester Road*
620 North Chester Road
621 North Chester Road*
622 North Chester Road
625/629 North Chester Road*
649 North Chester Road
645 North Chester Road
641 North Chester Road
635 North Chester Road
684 North Chester Road*
686 North Chester Road*

336.
337.
338.

339-A.
339-B.
339-C.
339-D.
339-E.
339-F.
339-G.
340.
341.
342.
343.
344.
345.
346.
347.
348.
349.
350.

651 North Chester Road*
1 (a.k.a. 653 North Chester Road), 3,4, 6, & 7 Swarthmore Place
North Chester Road at Baltimore Pike, Keystone Park, a.k.a. Weeks
Memorial Park
2 Crest Lane
3 Crest Lane
4 Crest Lane
6 Crest Lane
9 Crest Lane
10 Crest Lane
15 Crest Lane
Parrish Road development
630 North Chester Road*
801 Harvard Avenue
Yale Avenue dam
Rutgers Avenue, U.S. Post Office
Morgan Circle, Presbyterian missionaries' retirement community
Whittier Place Memorial Gates
Scott Amphitheater and original Scott Arboretum building and
grounds
Martin Hall
Wharton Hall
Worth Hall (see 045-SW-082)
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SWARTHMORE COLLEGE, PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
(See individual site survey forms: 045-SW-76-78, 80-98,105, 346-350)
Swarthmore College, founded in 1864 by the Religious Society of
Friends, occupies a campus of about 330 acres of rolling wooded land along
Crum Creek, in and adjacent to the Borough of Swarthmore, Delaware
County, PA. The campus is composed of fifty-plus buildings and, as the home
of the Scott Arboretum, is an officially designated arboretum which
specializes in plants suited to the Middle Atlantic Region. Route 320/Chester
Road runs along the eastern edge of the campus, and the R 3, Media Local
train travels through the campus. Chester Road was established in the late
17th century as the Springfield-Chester Road. The College petitioned the
State in 1878 to slightly change the route of the highway so it would skirt the
campus. Within a short distance from the northern edge of the campus lies
Baltimore Pike.
The campus plan pivots around Parrish Hall, the original College
building, which is set at the crest of a hill above Magill Walk. Magill Walk
leads down the hill to the Swarthmore Train Station. Most of the academic
buildings are clustered on the North campus, around Parrish Hall. The
South Campus, which continues below the train station, contains primarily
dormitory buildings and athletic facilities. Additionally, throughout its
history, the College has acquired and sold land in the Borough of
Swarthmore, usually adjacent to the campus, which is used for dormitory and
faculty housing.
The architectural style of the campus is eclectic, but unified by the
compatibility of the styles and the use of stone in most of the buildings.
Rather than a single stylistic model the campus grew organically, with
current architectural styles adapted for building constructions. There is a
large representation of Collegiate Gothic Revival, but there are also examples
of Second Empire, Art Deco, and Victorian, as well as more recent styles. It
is noteworthy that almost all of the buildings constructed in the late
nineteenth century still stand, with the exception of Somerville Hall, where
McCabe Library is now located, and Hall Gym, where the Performing Arts
Center was built. In fact, few College buildings have ever been demolished.
25% of the buildings date to the late 19th century, 20% to 1900-1920; 20% to
1921-1940; 10% to 1941-1960; and 25% from 1961 to the present. About 70%
of the buildings are older than 40 years (1956 or older). Throughout its
building history, the College has maintained a sense of pride in its campus as
shown through its attention to maintaining architectural and stylistic
compatibility. Of particular interest are Parrish Hall, designed by notable
Quaker architect Addison Hutton and the first building on campus; the
original President’s House, also by Hutton and now integrated into Sproul
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Observatory; the Benjamin West House, the oldest building on campus and
traditionally regarded as the birthplace of the artist; the Scott Arboretum,
which maintains a wide scope of plantings throughout the campus; Clothier
Memorial, the fraternity lodges, and Bond and Worth Hall, which reflect a
Cotswold Gothic style; and the contemporary buildings, such as McCabe
Library, which houses Friends Historical Library, a Quaker archives, as well
as the main college library.
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SWARTHMORE COLLLEGE, DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
At the time of the 1827/28 Hicksite-Orthodox separation in American
Quakerism (Society of Friends), the Orthodox branch retained control of
many educational institutions, and in 1833 Orthodox Friends founded
Haverford College on the outskirts of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. For many
years, Hicksite Friends discussed the need for a boarding school to serve their
children. The first of several informal meetings on the subject was held at
the Baltimore home of Martha Ellicott Tyson on October 28,1860.
In 1862 the New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore Yearly Meetings of
the Religious Society of Friends (Hicksite) appointed members from each
Meeting to undertake formal planning for the establishment of a jointlysponsored institution of higher education. The location that was chosen was
a section of Springfield Township, Delaware County, known as Westdale.
Westdale, named after the birthplace of artist Benjamin West, was eleven
miles from Philadelphia on Crum Creek and was convenient by train; in 1854
train service to Media was started, with a flag stop at Westdale. Regular
service to Westdale began in 1868. The location was chosen in part so that
students could be exposed to “healthful country living” away from the
corruption of the city. On April 1, 1864 the Act of Incorporation of
Swarthmore College was approved by the Pennsylvania State Legislature,
and the first College session began on October 21, 1869 with 180 students in
attendance. In 1870, the name of the train stop was changed to Swarthmore
Station.
Swarthmore College was founded as a coeducational institution, and it
was named for Swarthmoor Hall in England, home of Margaret Fell, the wife
of George Fox, founder of Quakerism. At the time of incorporation, the only
formal link to Quakerism was a requirement that members of the Board of
Managers be members of the Religious Society of Friends. This requirement
was dropped by amendment of the Charter in 1908. Although the College
was not operated by the Society of Friends and the student body was
nonsectarian, Quaker standards and ideals were instilled in its founding.
Presently, Friends compose a small minority of the student population, but
the College seeks to maintain the traditions of the Society of Friends in
upholding the principles of seeking and testing truths, hard work, simple
living, peace, and social concern.
Once the charter was obtained, the first job of the Board of Managers
was to raise funds for and build a physical facility. Edward Parrish was
named President, and served 1864-1872. The building, now named Parrish
Hall in his honor, was completed just in time for the opening of the first
academic year in September 1869. The College graduated its first class in
1872 - six women and one man. The student body grew steadily for the rest

continuedfrom previous page
of the nineteenth century and in spurts at various times thereafter to stand
at about 1350 in the 1990s.
Parrish Hall, known first as “The College” and, then, (until 1902) as
the “Main Building,” originally was the only official campus building. It
contained not only classrooms and administrative space, but also dormitory
rooms, dining, and kitchen facilities. Predating Parrish Hall on the campus
was the Benjamin West House, built in 1724 and the traditional birthplace of
the artist, as well as the boyhood home of John P. Crozer, the industrialist
and philanthropist. The Benjamin West House was gutted by fire in 1874. It
was restored for use as a faculty residence the following year. In 1878, the
College petitioned to have the route of Chester Road (Darby-Chester
Road/Route 320) changed to its present location; originally it cut through the
campus on the west side of the West House.
In 1881, Parrish Hall was gutted by a devastating fire, but rebuilt and
reopened the same year. Other early buildings on campus are the College
President’s House (1874, now part of Sproul Observatory), and Cunningham
House (1878, now the offices of the Scott Arboretum), the Barn and
farmhouse (1878) on Field House Lane, the Friends meeting house (1879),and
Trotter Hall (the Science Building, 1881)). Initially, the College provided
both Collegiate and Preparatory divisions. Edward Magill, President of the
College 1872-1889, succeeded Edward Parrish, and during his tenure, the
Preparatory Division was phased out. From the beginning, the academic
program emphasized practical education, with the same curriculum for both
male and female students. Swarthmore is still one of the few small liberal
arts colleges with an engineering program,
In 1892, the preparative
program was continued at Swarthmore Preparative School, which
constructed a number of buildings along Chester Road adjacent to the college
fields in the late 1890s.

4

Before 1900, controversy in the College centered on the competing
goals of establishing the best possible academic institution informed by
Quaker values and maintaining a guarded Quaker education for Hicksite
Quaker youth. This final resolution of this conflict in favor of the first
position was reflected in the appointment in 1902 of Joseph Swain as
President of the College (1902-1922). Under his direction, the Board of
Managers greatly increased the endowment, modernized College governance,
and hired a faculty that was able to institute the academic reforms of his
successor, Frank Aydelotte (1922-1940). Aydelotte was the first non-Quaker
President of the College and is credited for leading Swarthmore into national
recognition. He is best known for his institution of the Honors Program,
modeled after the Oxford system of study. With modifications over the
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continuedfrom previous page
decades, the honors program has remained one of the hallmarks of the
Swarthmore curriculum. Aydelotte’s successors have continued the drive for
academic excellence while expanding and diversifying the faculty, student
body and curriculum.
As the College was expanding, the need arose for buildings devoted to
specific fields of study, especially the sciences. The buildings include
Beardsley Hall (1907) and Hicks Hall (1920) for engineering, Pearson Hall
(1904) for chemistry, the now demolished Carnegie Library (1906), Sproul
Observatory (1909), Wharton Dormitory (1903), and the now demolished
Sharpless Pool (1912). In 1911, a new President’s House was acquired on
Cedar Lane; this building, now the Courtney Smith House, was constructed
in 1879 as a sample home for the West Hill Land Company.
During the Aydelotte years, the College grew in national reputation.
To accommodate the growing student body, more dorms were needed. In
1926, Woolman House (built in 1881) was given to the College, and in 1935,
the buildings from the Swarthmore Preparative School were acquired for use
as dormitories. They were renamed Palmer, Pittenger, and Roberts Halls.

b

Other buildings constructed in this period are Bond Memorial and
Lodges (1927), Worth Hall (1927), Fraternity Lodges (1921-1927), Friends
Historical Library (1928, as an addition to Carnegie Library, later renamed
Tarble), Bartol Institute (1929) now Papazian Hall, Clothier Memorial
Auditorium (1930), Lamb-Miller Field House (1935), and Martin Hall (1937)
for Biology. The campus landscape took on new significance in 1929 with the
creation of the Arthur Hoyt Scott Horticultural Foundation, which was the
foundation of the arboretum which today beautifies the campus. By 1940,
the student body had grown to 763, and Swarthmore College was at the
forefront of American education.
During the WWII years, College enrollment was maintained by the
presence of U.S. and Chinese Naval students, and after the War, the
enrollment boomed to 1,021 with returning veterans. The Mary Lyons
buildings, which had been constructed as a Girls Preparative School in 1913
on Harvard Avenue, were acquired for use as dormitories. In 1942, the Scott
Amphitheater was built.
The late 1950s and the 1960s were marked by another building boom,
again modifying the campus ambiance. In 1955, Robinson House, built in
1881, was acquired for dormitory space. Willets Dorm and DuPont Science
Hall were built in 1959. They were followed by Sharpless Dining Hall (1964),
Worth Health Center (1965), Dana and Hallowell Dorms (1967), and McCabe
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Library (1967) which also houses Friends Historical Library and the
Swarthmore College Peace Collection. In 1963, the College acquired Ashton
House on Elm Avenue, which was built circa 1881 and is now used as the
College Guest House.

1

The College was not removed from the anti-war and civil rights
movement of the 1960s, as evidence by the Swarthmore Afro-American
Student Society Sit-in of the Admissions and President’s Office. By 1970, the
student movement resulted in a commitment to recruit Black and minorities,
to allow co-ed housing in selected dorms, and to establish a Black Cultural
Center in Robinson House with funds donated by Swarthmore Alumni James
A. Michener.
More recently, a goal has been to develop a pedestrian campus,
organized with academic life concentrated on the north campus and student
life on.the south campus. Lang Music Building (1973) was the first building
to be dedicated to the arts. It was followed by Lang Performing Art Center
(1993). Mertz Hall (1981), a dormitory, was added to the campus. In 1995,
Kohlberg Hall opened with additional classroom space just north of Parrish.
The College has remained a small, private under-graduate institution
teaching liberal arts and engineering, but it has achieved national status and
consistently is ranked among the best colleges in the country. At present,
there are about 1,300 students from the 50 states and 39 countries.
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1. Parrish Hall—Admissions Office, administration offices, business offices,
classrooms, and dormitory
2. Kohlberg Hall—Economics, modern languages and literatures, sociology and
anthropology (as of January, 1996)
3. Scott Building—Relief map of campus
4. The Eugene M. and Theresa Lang Performing Arts Center—Theatre, Dance,
and English
5. Lang Music Building—Underhill Music Library and Music
6. Martin Biological Laboratory and Animal Laboratory—Biology, language
laboratory, and Kirby Lecture Hall
7. Cornell Science Library
8. Du Pont Science Building—Chemistry, mathematics, physics, and astronomy
9. Beardsley Hall—Art history and studio art, and Computing Center
10. Hicks Hall—Engineering
11. Trotter Hall—Social sciences and Center for.Social and Policy Studies
12. Pearson Hall—Education, modern languages and literatures, religion, faculty
offices, personnel, Credit Union, Foreign Study Office
13. Papazian Hall—Linguistics, philosophy, psychology, and engineering laboratories
14. Friends Meeting House
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15. Whittier House
16. Cunningham House—
Scott Arboretum Offices and
The Shane Teaching Garden
17. Wister Greenhouse
18. McCabe Library
19. Old Tarble
20. Worth Health Center
21. Beniamin West House—
Birthplace of Benjamin
West (designated a
national historical
landmark)—Visitor information,
security, and communications
22. Bond Memorial and
Lodges—Dormitory space
and meeting rooms
23. Robinson House—Black
Cultural Center
24. Ashton Guest House
25. Faulkner Tennis Courts

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Cunningham Fields
Clothier Fields
Barn
Lamb-Miller Field House—
Physical education
Tarble Pavilion—Physical education
Ware Swimming Pool
Squash Courts
Service Building—Maintenance, grounds, and
environmental services
Heating Plant
Fraternity and Social Lodges, Sharpies III
meeting room
Sharpies Dining Hall
Tarble Social Center in Clothier Memorial—
Snack bar, student offices, bookstore,
lntercultural Center
Sproul Observatory—Astronomy and computer
science
Scott Outdoor Auditorium

Dormitories and Residences
1.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.

Parrish Hall
Dana Dormitory
Hallowcll Dormitory
Wharton Hall
Willcts Dormitory
Worth Dormitory
Mem Hall
Palmer Hall
Pittenger Hall
Roberts Hall
Mary Lyon Building
Woolman House
Professors’ Houses
Employees’ Houses
Courtney Smith House—
President's House

I
SWARTHMORE BUSINESS DISTRICT, DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
(See individual site survey forms: 045-SW-255-264)
Situated on PA Route 320 (the old Springfield-Chester Road or Chester
Road), the business district in the Borough of Swarthmore evolved as the
result of two earlier developments, the establishment of train service in the
mid-nineteenth century and the founding of Swarthmore College in 1864.
Until the end of the nineteenth century, the area which became
Swarthmore was a section of Springfield Township. It had been settled since
the late seventeen century by Quakers, who originally were granted the land
by William Penn. In the first half of the nineteenth century, it remained
rolling farmland, best known as the traditional birthplace of America’s first
internationally famous artist, Benjamin West. In honor of the artist, the
area was informally known as Westdale or West Dale. In 1854, train service
connecting Philadelphia and Media, the county seat of Delaware County was
started. It included a flag stop at Westdale, where the railroad and Chester
Road intersected. Regular train service was established in 1868.
In the years just before the Civil War, members of the Hicksite branch
of the Society of Friends were seeking a location to build an institution of
higher learning to serve their children. Haverford College had been
established by members of the Orthodox branch in 1833. Founded by a joint
committee of New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore Yearly Meetings
(Hicksite), Swarthmore College was incorporated on April 1, 1864. In 1866,
the cornerstone was laid for the main building (now Parrish Hall), and
classes began in the fall of 1869. The College was named after Swarthmoor
Hall in England, the home of Margaret Fell, a founder of Quakerism.
Properties adjacent to the College were soon purchased by the persons
associated with the College or attracted to the ‘Friendly” atmosphere.
Swarthmore’s first real estate company was incorporated in 1878 to develop
the tract north of the railroad. In the early 1880s, the rail line was improved,
and commuter suburbs began to spring up all along the “Media Local” line.
In 1886, development companies were established to build homes in several
tracts which lay south of the railroad in present-day Swarthmore.
The business district began to grow after residential areas were
established. In 1891, the College sold a tract of land bounded by the railroad,
Chester Road, Princeton and Harvard Avenues; the College Tract includes
the present business district, with the exception of the railroad station. Park
Avenue was opened in late summer of 1891 (after the wheat was harvested!),
and Dartmouth opened in late 1892. The first stores on the corner of Park
Avenue and Chester Road opened before the end of 1892. Also by the end of
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the year, an application for incorporation as a Borough was filed with the
State of Pennsylvania. The Borough of Swarthmore was incorporated on
March 6, 1893. In 1893, Swarthmore Hall, which later became Borough Hall,
was built on the land adjacent to the present Borough Hall. Park Avenue
was conceived as a major boulevard that would run through the Borough
into Ridley Township.
The small business district developed along Park, Dartmouth, and S.
Chester Roads to serve not only the residents of the Borough and the College,
but also two “resort” hotels, the Grange and the Strath Haven. Swarthmore
Preparative School also thrived just south of the business area until 1930.
The Shirer building, on S. Chester Road, was erected in the first decade of
the twentieth century, as was the Swarthmore Woman’s Clubhouse. In 1918,
another business district landmark, the Ingleneuk Teahouse moved from its
original location on Lafayette Avenue to a converted residence on Park
Avenue.
In 1931, an underpass was built to carry Chester Road under the
railroad line. This solved the problem of a dangerous train crossing, but at
the same time created a confusing traffic pattern which effectively cut off the
business district from ordinary traffic on Chester Road; the access for
southbound traffic is by a sharp U-turn. The business district acquired a new
and more coherent look in 1926 when the structures along Park and Chester
Road were replaced by Tudor-style buildings constructed by Clarke and
Harvey. Also in the 1920s, a new bank building replaced a smaller structure
and the Greylock Apartments were built. Over the years, store facades, such
as One Park Avenue, were renovated and new buildings added, such as the
round bank which replaced the service station at Dartmouth and Lafayette.
In 1951, the stone and shingle Victorian-era Borough Hall was replaced by a
simple brick building. Two small parks have recently been added, Theodozia
Gardens, which is adjacent to One Park Avenue, and Centennial Park. As a
result of the additions and restyling, the business district reflects the
changing tastes of the twentieth century rather than its origins in the last
years of the nineteenth century.
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APPENDIX A
STREET LIST OF PROPERTIES SURVEYED
IN SWARTHMORE
•

Numbering system: North and South use the RR as central reference point;
E and W use Chester Road as axis. (Map key numbering runs generally
counter-clockwise beginning in the NE comer of the Borough.)

•

College buildings are on private campus roads; central campus buildings are
generally listed under the College's main mailing address of 500 College
Avenue, even if that is not their precise building address.

Amherst Avenue
11
32
37

45

(045-SW-211)
(045-SW-210)
(045-SW-209)
(045-SW-208)

Benjamin West Avenue
234
(045-SW-267)
252
(045-SW-268)
Bowdoin Avenue
232
246

(045-SW-122 & 282)
(045-SW-121)

Brighton Avenue
309/311
313/315
317/319
321/323

(045-SW-120B)
(045-SW-120C)
(045-SW-120D)
(045-SW-120E)

Cedar Lane
311

324
410
502
508
514
517
521
524
528
530

I

525

(045-SW-079)
(045-SW-077)
(045-SW-027)
(045-SW-031)
(045-SW-032)
(045-SW-033)
(045-SW-039)
(045-SW-038)
(045-SW-034)
(045-SW-035)

(045-SW-036)
(045-SW-037)

(Wesley AME Church)
(Jones Hall)

(President's House)

(Maddock/Ogden House)
(Maddock/Ogden Springhouse)

North Chester Road
(045-SW-338)
686

684
651
649
645
643
641
635
630

629
625
622

621
620

618
615
612
607
606

601
508
507
506
500

416
412
411
318
317
315
308
307
306

304

(045-SW-335)
(045-SW-334)
(045-SW-336)
(045-SW-333A)
(045-SW-333B)
(045-SW-337)
(045-SW-333C)
(045-SW-333D)
(045-SW-341)
(045-SW-332)
(045-SW-332)
(045-SW-331)
(045-SW-330)
(045-SW-329)
(045-SW-328)
(045-SW-327)
(045-SW-326)
(045-SW-325)
(045-SW-324)
(045-SW-323)
(045-SW-043)
(045-SW-044)
(045-SW-042)
(045-SW-041)
(045-SW-046)

(045-SW-047)
(045-SW-048)
(045-SW-073)
(045-SW-069)
(045-SW-068)
(045-SW-072)
(045-SW-067)
(045-SW-071)
(045-SW-070)
(045-SW-066)

South Chester Road
(045-SW-262)
1-11
(045-SW-260B)
13/15
(045-SW-260C)
17-23
(045-SW-263)

(Keystone Automobile Memorial
Park, a.k.a. Weeks Memorial
Park)

•k

(a.k.a. 4 Swarthmore Place)
(a.k.a. 1 Swarthmore Place)

("Stoneleigh")
*

(faculty apartments, Swarth
more College)

("Hillcrest")
("The Fenwick")
(ABC House for Girls)
(Trinity Episcopal Church)
(Swarthmore train station)

(Shirer Building)

I

I
29

(045-SW-098A)

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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(045-SW-264)
(045-SW-266)
(045-SW-098C)

(045-SW-098B)
(045-SW-099)
200

201
212
216

223
224
301/303
302
305/307
410
430

(045-SW-139)
(045-SW-140)
(045-SW-138)
(045-SW-137)
(045-SW-135)

(PNC Bank Building)
("The Swarthmore Apartments")
("Roberts Hall", Swarthmore
College)
("The Towers," now Palmer Hall,
Swarthmore College)
("The Gables," now Pittinger
Hall Swarthmore College)
(Swarthmore Community Center)
("Rustone," Swarthmore College)

(former Hannum
Building)

&

Waite

(045-SW-136)
(045-SW-134)
(045-SW-133)
(045-SW-131)
(045-SW-132)
(045-SW-130)
(045-SW-129)

College Avenue
(045-SW-272)

29
119
201/203
209/211
215
409
411

(045-SW-273)
(045-SW-062)
(045-SW-063)
(045-SW-064)
(045-SW-065)
(045-SW-080)
(045-SW-081)

500

(045-SW-084)
(045-SW-083)
(045-SW-087)
(045-SW-089)
(045-SW-090)
(045-SW-348)

(Swarthmore - Rutledge Elemen
tary School)

(vacant, Swarthmore College)
(Robinson House, Swarthmore
College)
(Benjamin
West
House,
Swarthmore College)
(Scott Arboretum, Swarthmore
College)
(Trotter
Hall,
Swarthmore
College)
(Hicks
Hall,
Swarthmore
College)
(Beardsley Hall, Swarthmore
College)
(Martin
Hall,
Swarthmore
College)

(045-SW-086)
(045-SW-092)
(045-SW-097)
(045-SW-350)
(045-SW-082)
(045-SW-091)
(045-SW-093)
(045-SW-085)
(045-SW-347)
(045-SW-094)
(045-SW-348)
(045-SW-349)

(Parrish
Hall,
Swarthmore
College)
(Sproul Observatory, Swarth
more College)
(College Bam,
Swarthmore
College)
(Worth Dormitory, Swarthmore
College)
(Bond Memorial and Lodges,
Swarthmore College)
(Clothier Memorial, Swarthmore
College)
(Fraternity Row, Swarthmore
College)
(Old Tarble, Friends Historical
Library, Swarthmore College)
(Scott Amphitheater, Swarth
more College)
(Papazian Hall, Swarthmore
College)
(Martin
Hall,
Swarthmore
College)
(Wharton Hall, Swarthmore
College)
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Columbia Avenue
(045-SW-201)
100

101
103
109
110
111
112

(045-SW-202)
(045-SW-203)
(045-SW-204)
(045-SW-205)
(045-SW-207)
(045-SW-206)

Cornell Avenue

104
106
108
110
112
114
116
215
330
402/404
421
511

(045-SW-265A)
(045-SW-265B)
(045-SW-265C)
(045-SW-265D)
(045-SW-265E)
(045-SW-265F)
(045-SW-265G)
(045-SW-141)
(045-SW-128)
(045-SW-127)
(045-SW-126)
(045-SW-125)

I

515

(045-SW-124)

Crest Lane
2
3

4
6

9
10
15

(045-SW-339A)
(045-SW-339B)
(045-SW-339C)
(045-SW-339D)
(045-SW-339E)
(045-SW-339F)
(045-SW-339G)

Crum Ledge Lane
(045-SW-096)

(Swarthmore College)

Dartmouth Avenue
101
(045-SW-239)
210
(045-SW-210)
301-413
(045-SW-261)
Dickinson Avenue
204
(045-SW-182)

206/208
222
235
236
238
239
304
307
310
315
330
334
337
Elm Avenue
100
104
201
205
213
214
301
303
307
315

I

(045-SW-183)
(045-SW-184)
(045-SW-185)
(045-SW-186)
(045-SW-187)
(045-SW-188)
(045-SW-189)
(045-SW-190)
(045-SW-191)
(045-SW-192)
(045-SW-193)
(045-SW-194)
(045-SW-195)
(045-SW-056)
(045-SW-057)
(045-SW-055)
(045-SW-054)
(045-SW-053)
(045-SW-058)
(045-SW-052)
(045-SW-051)
(045-SW-050)
(045-SW-049)

• mp'

404

(045-SW-074)

405
409

(045-SW-075)
(045-SW-076)

501
510/512

(045-SW-026)
(045-SW-078)

511

521

(045-SW-025)
(045-SW-024)

550

(045-SW-020)

600

(045-SW-019A)

602

(045-SW-019B)

604

(045-SW-019C)

605
606
615

(045-SW-017)
(045-SW-019D)
(045-SW-018)

Fairview Road
621

228

Slope,"

Swarthmore

(Ashton
College)

House,

Swarthmore

•i

(carriage house for President's
House, Swarthmore College)
(faculty housing, Swarthmore
College)
(Vice
President's
House,
Swarthmore College)
(faculty housing, Swarthmore
College)
(faculty housing, Swarthmore
College)
(faculty housing, Swarthmore
College)

m

(045-SW-118)

Field House Lane
506
(045-SW-095)
Garrett Avenue
201
216

("Sunny
College)

(Swarthmore College)

(045-SW-269)
(045-SW-270)
(045-SW-271)

Guernsey Lane

5
9
20
30
40
101
111
125
140
150

(045-SW-304)
(045-SW-305)
(045-SW-310A)
(045-SW-310B)
(045-SW-310C)
(045-SW-303A)
(045-SW-306)
(045-SW-307)
(045-SW-308)
(045-SW-309)

I

Harvard Avenue
203

213
214
215
311
410
417
422
423/425

426
500
501
504
506
600
601
603
718
731
736
737

801

(045-SW-214)
(045-SW-215)
(045-SW-216)
(045-SW-217)
(045-SW-218)
(045-SW-219)
(045-SW-220)
(045-SW-221)
(045-SW-222)
(045-SW-223)
(045-SW-224)
(045-SW-225)
(045-SW-226)
(045-SW-227)
(045-SW-228)
(045-SW-229)
(045-SW-230)
(045-SW-102)
(045-SW-100)
(045-SW-103)
(045-SW-101)
(045-SW-104)
(045-SW-342)
(045-SW-105)

915

(045-SW-106)

1020

(045-SW-107)

Haverford Avenue
149
(045-SW-149)
220
(045-SW-148)
243
(045-SW-150)
Hillbom Avenue
612
614
Kenyon Avenue
1/2
3/4
5/6
223
227

I

231

(045-SW-009)
(045-SW-010)
(045-SW-120F)
(045-SW-120G)
(045-SW-120H)
(045-SW-146)
(045-SW-147)
(045-SW-147)

(Bell Telephone Exchange)

("Recitation Hall")
("The Harvard")

(Swarthmore Presbyterian
Church)
(ABC House for Boys)
("The Lodge")
(Mary Lyon School, Swarthmore
College)
("Magstan Manse," Swarthmore
College)

235/237

•k

(045-SW-147)

Lafayette Avenue

111
215
219
301
307
310
311
314
315
Maple Avenue
316
317

(045-SW-241)
(045-SW-242)
(045-SW-243)
(045-SW-244)
(045-SW-245)
(045-SW-249)
(045-SW-246)
(045-SW-248)
(045-SW-247)

322

(045-SW-060)
(045-SW-061)
(045-SW-059)

Michigan Avenue
515
40

(045-SW-116)
(045-SW-117)

("The Grange")

m

Morgan Circle
(045-SW-345)
Oberlin Avenue
16
18

(045-SW-212)
(045-SW-213)

Ogden Avenue

5
6
8
9
100
109
111
129
133
135
143
240
241
243
244
245
302

(045-SW-299)
(045-SW-300)
(045-SW-301)
(045-SW-298)
(045-SW-302)
(045-SW-297)
(045-SW-296)
(045-SW-295)
(045-SW-294)
(045-SW-292)
(045-SW-291)
(045-SW-293)
(045-SW-290)
(045-SW-289B)
(045-SW-288)
(045-SW-289A)
(045-SW-045)

("Indian Hills")

I
I
I
I
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308
435
506
513
540
603

609
612
613
740

it

Park Avenue
8-16
1-13
100-104
110/112
118
120
124
143
144
147

(045-SW-045)
(045-SW-040)
(045-SW-028)
(045-SW-029)
(045-SW-030)
(045-SW-011)
(045-SW-012)
(045-SW-014)
(045-SW-013)
(045-SW-015)

203
206

(045-SW-260A)
(045-SW-259)
(045-SW-258A-B)
(045-SW-257)
(045-SW-256)
(045-SW-255)
(045-SW-254)
(045-SW-251)
(045-SW-253)
(045-SW-250)
(045-SW-252)
(045-SW-151)
(045-SW-152)

223
224
227
230
235
311/313
319/321
322
323
327
328
335
336
345

(045-SW-153)
(045-SW-155)
(045-SW-154)
(045-SW-156)
(045-SW-157)
(045-SW-158)
(045-SW-159)
(045-SW-160)
(045-SW-161)
(045-SW-162)
(045-SW-163)
(045-SW-164)
(045-SW-165)
(045-SW-166)

Parrish Road Development
(045-SW-340)

I

North Princeton Avenue
317
(045-SW-287)

("West Hills Water Works")

("Michael's Comer")

("Swarthmore Women's Club")
("Ingleneuk Tearoom")

("United Methodist Church")
(a.k.a. First Church of Christ,
Scientist,
now
a
private
residence)

307

221
217
213

•i

(045-SW-277)
(045-SW-276)
(045-SW-275)
(045-SW-274)

South Princeton Avenue

11
19
101
104
105
109
119
123
Riverview Road
203/205
207/209
390

(045-SW-238)
(045-SW-237)
(045-SW-236)
(045-SW-235)
(045-SW-234)
(045-SW-233)
(045-SW-232)
(045-SW-231)

412

(045-SW-311)
(045-SW-311)
(045-SW-312)
(045-SW-313)

420
427
430
431
435
439
451
507
545

(045-SW-314)
(045-SW-316)
(045-SW-315)
(045-SW-317)
(045-SW-318)
(045-SW-319)
(045-SW-320)
(045-SW-321)
(045-SW-322)

(a.k.a. 400 Wellesley
"Clover Crest Farm,"
"Riverview Farm")

Road,
a.k.a.

Rutgers Avenue
209
214
218

(045-SW-344)
(045-SW-142)
(045-SW-143)
(045-SW-144)
(045-SW-115)

Strath Haven Avenue

600
607
608
611
614
617

(045-SW-109A)
(045-SW-109B)
(045-SW-109C)
(045-SW-109D)
(045-SW-109E)
(045-SW-109F)

I

(U. S. Post Office)

(Rutgers
School)

Avenue

¥

Elementary

I

I
I
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620
621
625
627
629
630
633
634
913
915
918

(045-SW-109G)
(045-SW-109H)
(045-SW-109I)
(045-SW-109J)
(045-SW-109K)
(045-SW-109L)
(045-SW-109M)
(045-SW-109N)
(045-SW-110)
(045-SW-lll)
(045-SW-112)

North Swarthmore Avenue
(045-SW-286)
420

411
407
401
330
321
224
205

(045-SW-285)
(045-SW-284)
(045-SW-283)
(045-SW-279)
(045-SW-281)
(045-SW-278)
(045-SW-280)

South Swarthmore Avenue
(045-SW-200)
12/14
(045-SW-199)
102
(045-SW-198)
218
Swarthmore Place
(045-SW-337)
1
(045-SW-337)
3
(045-SW-337)
4
(045-SW-337)
6
(045-SW-337)
7

I

Thayer Road
401
405
406
410
411
414
415

(045-SW-303D)
(045-SW-303E)
(045-SW-303C)
(045-SW-303B)
(045-SW-303F)
(045-SW-303H)
(045-SW-303G)

Union Avenue
307
315/317
316/318

(045-SW-122A)
(045-SW-122B)
(045-SW-122C)

321
324
331
333
337
340
343
University Place
600
604

•i

(045-SW-122D)
(045-SW-122E)
(045-SW-122F)
(045-SW-122G)
(045-SW-122H)
(045-SW-122I)
(045-SW-122J)

605
606
621
623
625
630

(045-SW-107)
(045-SW-108A)
(045-SW-108B)
(045-SW-108C)
(045-SW-108D)
(045-SW-108E)
(045-SW-108F)
(045-SW-108G)

Vassar Avenue
211
216
223
227
311
314
319
326/328
327
333
334
339
341 & 343
350

(045-SW-180)
(045-SW-181)
(045-SW-179)
(045-SW-178)
(045-SW-177)
(045-SW-176)
(045-SW-175)
(045-SW-174)
(045-SW-173)
(045-SW-172)
(045-SW-171)
(045-SW-170)
(045-SW-169)
(045-SW-168)

Walnut Lane
(045-SW-021)
402

(045-SW-016)

503
504
517
518
519
525
526
540

(045-SW-007)
(045-SW-008)
(045-SW-006)
(045-SW-005)
(045-SW-003)
(045-SW-002)
(045-SW-004)
(045-SW-001)

(Pope
Barney
housing,
Swarthmore College)
(Woolman Hall, Swarthmore
College)

I
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Westdale Road
818
910

(045-SW-113)
(045-SW-114)

Whittier Place
(045-SW-346)
1
2 and 4
3

5
12
Yale Avenue
114
200

415
604/606
739

I

(045-SW-022)
(045-SW-023)
(045-SW-023-B)
(045-SW-023-C)
(045-SW-088)
(045-SW-197)
(045-SW-196)
(045-SW-167)
(045-SW-120A)
(045-SW-119)
(045-SW-123)
(045-SW-343)

(Whittier Place Memorial Gates,
Swarthmore College)

(Swarthmore Friends Meeting)

(Umoja Park)
(Yale Avenue dam, at Crum
Creek)

r

APPENDIX B
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
In 1990, DCPD contracted with Cultural Heritage Research Services,
Inc. (CHRS) to complete what is called the Delaware County Archaeological
Resource Inventory and Management Plan. Within the Management Plan is
an archaeological analysis of each municipality in Delaware County based on
known resources and predictive archaeological models. Existing
documentation is the key to identifying known resources, whereas the
predictive model relies heavily on the identification and location of particular
soils, water sources, and slopes.
The predictive model used in the plan indicates that some areas of
Swarthmore have a moderate or high potential for Native American
archaeological resources. Ground disturbance in these areas should be
sensitive to the potential for existing archaeological resources. The plan also
indicates evidence of historic archaeological resources that are associated
with settlers and development patterns in Swarthmore.
The table below indicates areas in Swarthmore that have a potential
for below ground resources. These areas are:

F

Archaeological Resource
I Swarthmore College campus
Little Crum Creek
Crum Creek
West Hill Land Company subdivision
College Tract subdivision___________
[Swarthmore Improvement subdivision

Sensitivity Level
High sensitivity
High sensitivity
High sensitivity
Moderate sensitivity
Moderate sensitivity
Moderate sensitivity

CHRS also identifies individual sites in Swarthmore with the potential
for archaeological resources. For a full list of individual resources, please
consult with DCPD.
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APPENDIX C
LIST OF PRE- 1930s ARCHITECTS
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A unique quality of Swarthmore is its abundance of architect designed
buildings. The following is a partial list of pre-1930s Philadelphia area
architects whose building designs can be found in Swarthmore.
Baily, William
Balderston
Barney, William Pope
Boyden, Amos
Brockie, Arthur
Brown, Edward
Brumbaugh, George
Bunting, Morgan
Bunting
Caldwell, Francis
Cochran, Arthur
Conarroe, J.
Coneys, John
Davis, Paul
Davis, Seymour
Dearmond, Clarence
Duhring, Herman
Eyre, Wilson
Free
Furness, Frank
Godeffroy, Richard
Heacock
Hewitt, George
Hutton, Addison
Jackson, William
Karcher, Walter

Milligan, Samuel
Mills, Coleman
Morris, George
Pollock, Robert
Price, Walter
Price, Will
Prichett, William
Reed, J.
Reinhold
Ritter, Verus
Rorke, Edwin
Savage, George
Savery, Addison
Sellers, Horace
Simon, Edward
Sloan, Samuel
Stanton, William C.
Trumbauer
Watson, Frank
Wells, Charles
Wilson, E. Allen
Windrim, James
Windrim, John
Yarnell, Albert
Ziegler, Charles

APPENDIX D
ILLUSTRATED GLOSSARY
There are many terms and phrases associated with historic architecture that
tend to become very confusing. It is felt that the best way to grasp this
extensive language is to provide an illustrated guide.
This Illustrated Glossary was prepared by the Delaware County Planning
Department for its preservation planning projects. It includes the terms and
phrases covered in the previous sections of this survey. It should assist the
reader in more easily identifying the styles and unique features of historic
buildings in this community.
As a public agency, the Department welcomes the use of this guide, but
requests that the Planning Department be credited when this original
resource material is used and that a copy of the ensuing report or document
be sent to our office.
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ILLUSTRATED GLOSSARY
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ARCHITRAVE

BALUSTRADE

A Classical element consisting of
a horizontal band located above
capitals of columns and is a part of
an entablature.

A series of balusters supporting
a handrail of a staircase.
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BAY

ASHLAR
A thin slab of squared stone used
for facing walls or buildings.
:~
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A term used to denote each door
and window opening on the facade
of a building. Sometimes bays
project from the main fagade and
are called projecting bays. When
counting the width of a building’s
front fagade, only the first floor
bays are counted.

ASYMMETRICAL FACADE
The front of a building that has an
“uneven” placement of doors and
windows.
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BAY WINDOW
A window that protrudes from the
fagade of a building which usually
has 3 or more sides.

I
BOW WINDOW

•I

Herringbone

A window that protrudes from the
fagade of a building which is rounded
like a bow.

JW window

above

BRICKWORK (BONDING)

I
Stretcher Bond

I

American (Common) Bond

BULL’S EYE (WINDOW)
A round, decorative window with
voussoirs that give the impression of a
bull’s eye.

Basket Weave

it
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English Bond

CASEMENT WINDOW
A window containing 2 or more
casements (sashes) that are hinged and
separated by mullions. Often, these
windows swing outward.

Flemish Bond
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Header (Heading) Bond
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COLUMN
A pillar that is usually round and
typically used to support some larger
element of a building, such as a roof.

CORNICE
An often molded projection found at the
top of a building, usually to decorate
the roof line.
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- Cornice.
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CONICAL ROOF

CROSS GABLE

A roof that is shaped like an inverted
cone.

A roof that has 2 gables that meet at
the top and resembles a cross or a “T”
from above.

CONSOLE

rt

A small S-shaped bracket, or a
decorative ornament on a cornice or
other element.

COPING
A protective cap on top of a wall
extending beyond the roof line,
usually to throw off rainwater or for
decoration.
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DECORATIVE HALF-TIMBERING
A decorative technique that uses
timbers on the exterior of a building
with spaces in between that are filled in
with stucco or brick. It resembles half
timbering in old English construction
which is actually the exposed wood
structure with stucco and other
material filling in the spaces.
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DENTILS

CORBELLING
Decorative series of projections,
usually of brick, usually found below
the cornice or roof line of a building.
J
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A series of small blocks found under a
roof line, cornice, or molding forming a
pattern resembling teeth.
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Dentil

DORMER

ENTABLATURE

A window that projects from the main
roof of a building and usually provides
extra space and light in an upper or
half story.

The Classical architectural term for the
large horizontal bands found above
columns that typically include the
cornice, frieze, and architrave.

Dormer
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DOUBLE HUNG WINDOW
A window with 2 sashes placed one
over the other, with the bottom
sash hung on cords or chains
and balanced by pulleys and
weights.
hurt*r
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FAQADE
The front face of a building.
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FANLIGHT WINDOW

EAVE
A portion of the roof that
extends beyond the wall.

A half-circle window with muntins that
radiate from the center to resemble a
fan or other decorative patterns.

FASCIA
ELEVATION
The sides of a building, usually
excluding the front fagade.

(Si ie)

A projecting horizontal band or set of
bands, typically of wood, found on the
wall below a roof line.
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FENESTRATION

GAMBREL ROOF

A term used for the pattern of window
placement.

A roof with two slopes on each side
of the roof ridge.

i
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GINGERBREAD
FINIAL
A pointed decorative ornament typically
made of metal or wood, found at the
top of turrets and gable peaks.

Term referring to decorative exterior
woodwork typically used as trim in
gable ends and on porches.

FRIEZE

GLAZING

The long, narrow horizontal band
below the cornice, as part of the
entablature.

Another term used to refer to glass in
windows and doors.
^Grlazi'ng

is
frieze

HEADER (BRICK)
A term referring to the end of a brick.

GABLE ROOF
A sloping (ridged) roof that terminates
at one or both ends in a gable.
HIPPED ROOF
A roof with 4 sloping sides that come
together at the top.
— visw ■fvom (above
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HOOD MOLDING

MANSARD ROOF

A projecting molding found above a
window or door,
It is mostly for
decoration but can also serve to divert
rainwater from the window.

A roof, usually found on Second Empire
structures, that has 4 sloping sides.
Sometimes the slopes have concave or
convex curves, and sometimes they are
straight.
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KEYSTONE
A tapered brick or stone that is located
at the middle of an arch.
t(cys-br.e

MOLDING

LIGHT
Another term referring to a window
opening.

A linear decorative trim that is
typically a strip of wood in many
various sizes, shapes, and profiles that
is used to finish off and/or mask plain,
90 degree corners. Moldings can be
found as interior and exterior
decorative elements.
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MULLION
LINTEL
A horizontal element above a window or
door that is usually a beam or just
appears to be a structural element.
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A term referring to the large vertical
bar that separates two or more windows
or doors.
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MUNTIN

PILASTER

Small bars that separate panes of glass
in a sash.

A term referring to half of a non
supporting column or pillar that is
fused to a wall or other surface.
Pilasters are typically flat in nature.
Another similar non-structural element
is known as an “engaged column.” As
opposed to a pilaster, an engaged
column is typically round and 3/4 of the
diameter and often appears to look like
a whole column.

ORIEL WINDOW
An elevated decorative window that
juts out from the wall.
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PILE
PALLADIAN WINDOW
A usually large 3-part window that has
a central section with an arched
fanlight window and 2 flanking flat
arched windows.

The measurement of the depth of a
building in number of rooms. It is
similar to measuring bays on the facade
by counting the number of window and
door openings.

n

PEDIMENT

PLINTH

A term referring to the often
decorative piece over windows
and doors that forms a triangle
or half-circle or even a
“swan-neck” or “broken pediment.”

A “base” at the foundation level with a
small ledge that forms at the top of the
foundation and appears to resemble a
platform on which the building sits.
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PORTICO

RETURN (EAVE)

A columned, usually Classical porch
often located at a main entrance.

Usually found on a gable roof where the
eave begins to continue into the gable
end wall. Sometimes also referred to as
a “return cornice.”
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QUEEN ANNE WINDOW SASH
A window sash that has smaller panes
around the perimeter of the larger
central sash. Typically, the lower sash
is one pane.

RIBBON WINDOW
Term referring to a series of 3 or more
connected window openings resembling
a “ribbon” of windows.
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QUOIN

SASH

A term referring to the accenting bricks
stones, or wooden blocks at the corners
of a building. Sometimes quoins are a
different color than the rest of the wall
and are either protruding or flush.

A part of the window frame that
contains the glazing (glass).
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RAFTER END (OR RAFTER TAIL)
A term often used to describe the end of
a roof rafter supporting the eaves that
is left exposed as a decorative element.

w

SIDELIGHT
A usually long and narrow window
found on one or both sides of a door
opening.

ran
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TRACERY

The lower horizontal base of a window
or door.

Decorative interlaced linework found in
Gothic windows. Is sometimes wood or
stone.
Tkac try
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SOLDIER COURSE
A term referring to a brick pattern
where the brick is laid vertically,
usually over flat arched windows and
doors. Named for the impression of
soldiers standing up straight.

TRANSOM WINDOW
Window found above a door or larger
window which is sometimes operable.
Transom
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TURRET

STORY
A term referring to the measurement
of the height of a building, counting by
floors (also spelled “storey”).

Turret

83 03 S--1
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Typically an elevated tower, they are
usually found on the corner of Queen
Anne buildings.
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STRINGCOURSE

VOUSSOIR

Decorative strip molding found on
outside walls, usually to act as a visual
separation between stories.

Wedge shaped bricks or stones that are
used to accent arches.
• * jP Viussoirs
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APPENDIX E
ARCHITECTURAL STYLES GUIDE
The Architectural Styles Guide is intended to give the reader of the historic
resources survey an introduction to the architectural styles found in
Swarthmore Borough. Though not all examples are from Swarthmore, the
“sample pages” contain illustrations of the eleven major architectural styles
found in the survey. Each sample page contains a brief introduction to each
style including important architectural features that are highlighted and
labeled.
This guide was prepared by the Delaware County Planning Department and
is part of a Countywide architectural styles project initiated by the
Department. This guide is not meant to be comprehensive; rather, it was
tailored to reflect the architectural styles most significant to Swarthmore
Borough.
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As a public agency, the Department welcomes the use of this guide, but
requests that the Planning Department be credited when this original
resource material is used and that a copy of the ensuing report or document
be sent to our office.
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COLONIAL REVIVAL
The Colonial Revival style is one of the most popular American styles ever used and
is the style most represented in the Swarthmore survey. It reflects many features
of the original Colonial homes built here by early settlers, especially the
Adam/Federal style. There are many sub-types of the Colonial Revival style. Some
of them influenced other popular American architectural styles such as the Queen
Anne and Shingles styles. The example shown below exhibits some of the finest and
most typical features of this style found in Swarthmore. Such features include
accentuated central front door with portico, entablature or pediment, columns,
transoms, fanlights and sidelights, symmetrical facades, dormers, multi-pane
windows with shutters, and sometimes flat (jack) arches with keystones.

Multi-pane
windows with
shutters
Entablature
supported by
columns

WfrIB

Sidelights
and semi
elliptical
transom with
fanlight
■b

Symmetrical fagade

I

■^Flat (jack) arches
with keystones

Swarthmore Borough
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THE QUEEN ANNE STYLE
The Queen Anne style was very popular from about 1880 to 1910 and was employed
mainly for residential architecture. It did, however, show up in various degrees of
elaboration in many commercial buildings. Swarthmore’s Queen Annes are mostly
larger single-family detached homes. Many of the eastern and mid-County suburbs,
including Swarthmore, also contain smaller Queen Anne homes, both single-family
detached and semi-detached (twins). Usually being tall and often described as
rambling, the Queen Anne style is one of the fanciest architectural styles. These
buildings occasionally feature elements of the Eastern Stick style, which mainly
consists of decorative woodwork, often in the gables. It can also take on more modest
forms.

Steeply pitched
gable roof

Cross-gable

Conical roof
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Lansdowne Borough
Multi-story bays

I

Brick and
patterned
shingle exterior

Large wrap-around
porch

Brackets or
“gingerbread”
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THE TUDOR REVIVAL STYLE
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The Tudor Revival style in Delaware County and Swarthmore was most prominently
used from around 1900 up to the 1940s. Being a highly adaptable architectural style,
it was used for many different types of buildings including residences, both single
family and multi-family, commercial, and others. Tudor Revival buildings can be
found in all regions of the County, especially in the mid and eastern regions. A high
concentration of these buildings can be found in the Main Line municipalities
including Radnor and Haverford Townships. Swarthmore is no exception. The most
distinctive features of the style include multi-gabled roofs, half timbering and stucco
finishes, asymmetric compositions and facades, and multiple pane windows.
Multiple steeply pitched cross gables

Stucco and half-timbering

Covered porch
with pedimented
roof

Tudor-arch windows

Haverford Township
Multiple light (ribbon) windows

Multiple steeply pitched gables

Tall brick
chimney

Recessed entryways

Lansdowne Borough
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GOTHIC REVIVAL
Buildings were first constructed in the Gothic Revival style in Delaware County
from about 1840 to 1860 and continued to be built in that style into the 20th century.
Gothic Revival was mainly reserved for religious and educational architecture and
is found occasionally in residential buildings. The purpose of utilizing this style,
especially for churches, was to capture the same grandeur and drama in the new
buildings as is found in the cathedrals and churches of Medieval Europe. These
buildings generally are large in size with details such as towers with spires and
finials, monumental entrances, stone exteriors, and the very distinctive pointed
Gothic arch windows. Many of these windows feature decorative tracery and
stained glass. In Swarthmore, the Gothic Revival style was used mainly for
churches and education-related buildings known as Collegiate Gothic. The example
from Swarthmore below, Clothier Hall (045-SW-091), is shown with the typical
features of this style.

Multi-story
tower
Gothic arch
windows with
tracery

'arthmore Borough
Monumental entrance
with stone trim and
Gothic arch doorway
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Stone exterior
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DUTCH COLONIAL REVIVAL
Dutch Colonial Revival is sometimes considered to be a sub-type of the Colonial
Revival style, which was popular from the early to mid 20th century. While being
called “Dutch Colonial,” the examples we find in Swarthmore and throughout the
County are not altogether faithful to the true Dutch Colonial style found in and
originated in New York State. However, the name “Dutch Colonial Revival” was
established to describe a category of buildings that share many of the same basic
features including gambrel/cross gambrel roofs, full-length and partial length shed
dormers, multi-paned windows, and often 1-story porches.

Gambrel roof
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One story porch
with Doric
columns and
handrails
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Swarthmore Borough
Multi-pane
windows

Combination
shingle and
stone exterior
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NEO-CLASSICAL
The Neo-Classical style was not used as extensively as other architectural styles in
Delaware County and Swarthmore Borough. This style came from interest in
Classical models found at the Columbian Exposition of Chicago in 1893. It became
a popular style throughout the country in the first half of the 20th century. This
style manifests itself in a few important landmark structures, including the only
example of this style in Swarthmore. Frequently used for major buildings such as
government institutions, it was also used to a lesser extent for educational and
residential buildings. The example used here, from Darby Borough, exhibits the
major features of this style, as does 29 College Avenue (045-SW-273) in
Swarthmore. Features include full-height porches having triangular pediments and
tall columns, dormer windows, smooth stucco or stone exteriors, symmetrical
facades, multi-pane windows often with shutters, and often mubiple chimneys.

Full-height porch with
triangular pediment and
columns

Multi-pane
windows with
shutters

Chimneys
Dormers

Stucco exterior
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VICTORIAN VERNACULAR
This style is defined by the presence of modest examples of styles popular during
the Victorian era - Queen Anne, Shingle, and Stick. The decorative detailing on
these simple house forms is often contained in fewer or simpler design features. All
are much less elaborate than the Victorian styles they attempt to mimic. Most were
built between 1870 and 1910 and can be found throughout the United States.
Common features of this style include porches with spindlework detailing, jig saw
cut trim, symmetrical facades, and cornice line brackets.

Gabled roofs
Multi-pane windows (2/2
sashes or more)

Bay window

Full-front porch

I

Turned posts and
decorative brackets

FRENCH ECLECTIC
A popular style in suburban America during the 1920s and 1930s, the French
Eclectic style was a favored style of the Americans who served in France
during World War I. The roots of this style are French Normandy and
Medieval English. Common identifying features of the style include a tall,
steeply pitched hipped roof without a front facing gable, asymmetric facades,
and brick, stone, or stucco wall cladding. Less common features of the style
include decorative half timbering and the prominent round tower on the front
facade.

Inset

I

Round tower
with conical

Hipped

CRAFTSMAN
Originating in California in the 1890s, the Craftsman style comes from the Arts and
Crafts Movement when there was a renewed interest in handcrafting products as a
counteraction to mass production. Craftsman is a building style that was generally
constructed between 1890 and 1930. Often these smaller houses are bungalow in
shape, with 1-2 stories and low pitched gable roofs. Craftsman houses in
Swarthmore can be recognized by their details, including all natural wood and
combination stone and sometimes stucco exteriors, gable roofs, trademark exposed
rafter tails at the eaves of the roof, large open brackets under the eaves, multipaned windows, and l-story porches sometimes with pergola features.
Gable roof

Large, open
brackets
Multi-pane
windows

Stucco exterior

Swarthmore Borough
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Gable roof
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Swarthmore Borough

Wood shingle
exterior
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SHINGLE
A contemporary of the Queen Anne, most Shingle style houses were built between
1880 and 1900 and were common as summer homes in seaside resorts throughout
New England. Some of the identifying features of the Shingle style include wall
cladding and roofing of continuous wood shingles (shingled walls may occur on the
second story only) on a complex house shape, shingled walls without interruption at
the comers, large porches, and asymmetrical facades with steeply pitched roof lines
and multi-level eaves. A horizontal emphasis in massing is often present. Less
emphasis is placed on decorative features in this style.

Steeply pitched roof
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ore Borough

Large wrap-around porch

Handrail/balustrade
and turned posts
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THE SECOND EMPIRE STYLE
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The Second Empire style was popular from about 1860 to 1880 and is commonly
found throughout Delaware County, especially in the eastern regions. It was widely
used for medium and larger single-family detached homes and commercial and
occasionally institutional buildings. Like the Italianate style, larger buildings
constructed in the Second Empire style were often signs of wealth. Second Empire
buildings are easily recognized by their distinctive roofs, called Mansard roofs.
Sometimes this style is called “Mansard,” especially when other characteristic
features are omitted from the design. Other design features include segmentally
arched windows, roof dormers, and decorative woodwork.

Tall brick chimneys

Mansard roof
Pedimented
dormers

Swarthmore Borough

Large front
covered
porches

APPENDIX F
LEGAL BASIS AND
PRESERVATION TOOLS AND INCENTIVES
Historic preservation measures help a community’s efforts to increase
the quality of life for its citizens and can offer the municipality various ways
to help in the protection and or revitalization of areas. These “tools” for
preservation can improve the environmental, economic, educational, and
social aspects of the municipality while saving our heritage.
LEGAL BASIS FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Preservation at the Federal Level

K»

Historic preservation is accomplished through a variety of different
tools that are permitted under both federal and state law. The National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 created an extensive framework within
which preservation could take place. It established programs and
opportunities for preservation activities from the federal government to the
local level. Among other programs, the Act created the National Register of
Historic Places as well as State Historical Preservation Offices (SHPO) and
the Certified Local Government Program (CLG).
Preservation at the State Level - the SHPO
Federal law mandates that states have a SHPO. The Pennsylvania
Historic Preservation Act of 1978 (Act 273) recognizes the role of PHMC
(which is the Pennsylvania SHPO) as having general responsibility for
overseeing and advising all levels of government on historic preservation
within the state.
Preservation at the Municipal Level
The Pennsylvania state laws which specifically enable local regulation
for preservation are Historic District Act 167 (1961 P. L. 282) and Article VI
(Sections 604 (1) and 605 (2)) in the MPC. Specifically, the MPC (Article VI)
allows the municipality to use zoning to protect historic sites, whereas the
Historic District Act is the specific legislation authorizing municipalities to
create local historic districts and to establish a HARB to oversee
architectural activity within the district.

I

MUNICIPAL SUPPORT
The legal basis for historic preservation, as described above, assumes
that preservation is a goal of the community. It is important to gain support
from local leaders and to clearly establish these goals in the municipal
comprehensive plan. A section in the plan should clearly indicate that the
community values its historic and cultural resources and that one of the goals
for the future is to preserve and maintain them. This provides the basis for
any preservation-related land use provisions that the community might want
to establish such as an historic district ordinance.
TOOLS FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
The following is a description of various tools that can be used to
preserve historic and archaeological resources; they can be used alone or
together to best satisfy the needs of the community. For example, a
municipality with clustered and scattered sites may wish to enact both an
historic district ordinance and an overlay ordinance (refer to subsequent
sections on these types of ordinances). Although many municipalities will
have sites on the National Register of Historic Places, these local ordinances
have clout not provided by inclusion on the National Register. These
ordinances also serve to protect valuable community resources that do not
meet the criteria of the National Register. The local landmark designation
(also discussed below) can be used for key individual scattered sites, while
the core of an historic area is protected by the historic district ordinance.

0

The Inventorv/Survev of Cultural Resources
A municipality needs a comprehensive mapped inventory or survey of
the historic and archaeological resources intended for protection/pres
ervation. This survey or inventory provides the groundwork upon which the
preservation policies of a municipality should rest.
A simple inventory, otherwise known as a “windshield” survey,
consists of a listing of all of the historic resources contained within a
municipality. A more complete survey containing information on the historic
significance of each resource would be of even greater value as it serves as a
basis for determining the type and level of protection that is needed. For legal
purposes, it is extremely important to establish criteria for determining
which sites are chosen to be included in the survey. This list is then the
defining base for additional controls through local regulations.
DCPD can act in an advisory capacity to those communities who wish
to begin a survey. In a comprehensive survey, each historic resource is

I

documented on a form provided by PHMC. Each site is visited, photographs
are taken, and a site plan is drawn. A narrative is included for both the
history of the structure and the architectural description. All of the historic
resources should then be located on an official municipal map. The areas
believed or known to contain sensitive archaeological resources should also be
defined and included in any municipal survey of historic resources. DCPD
maintains a database on the potential archaeologically sensitive areas in the
County. This completed survey of all of the resources and their location
should then be adopted into the municipality’s comprehensive plan.
The Preservation Plan*
A plan requires an assessment of the present status of the
community’s historic resources, knowledge of past historic preservation
efforts, and a list of goals and objectives to be attained in the future.
In addition to the aforementioned, a municipality needs to maintain an
inventory of its historic and archaeological resources; it also needs to keep it
current. This inventory helps a community understand and define its historic
character. Inclusion of an economic development component in the historic
preservation plan and the potential effects of historic preservation strategies
on the economic vitality of the community will acknowledge their
interconnection.
Taking advantage of historic preservation incentives available at the
national, state, and local governmental levels, including grants, income tax
credits for historic rehabilitation, low-interest loans, and local tax
abatements, will contribute to the success and acceptance of preserving
historic buildings in the community.
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Relating local historic preservation efforts to state and national
programs will provide a broader perspective, and in that regard, identifying
national, state, and local historic preservation organizations and government
agencies is useful.
The classic journalistic questions, who, what, where, when, and why,
are applicable to the historic preservation plan. Who will take responsibility
to implement the plan? Where are the historic resources located? What is
historic? When will it be done? And why should it be done? All need to be
answered.

’ Excerpt from "Historic District Designation in Pennsylvania," by Michel R. Lefevre, 1997, p.
21)
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National Register of Historic Places
The National Register is the official source for federally recognized
historic resources of value. It lists those places deemed significant due to
their history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, or culture. Eligibility of
buildings, sites, districts, or objects is based on specific criteria defined by the
National Register. A description of the types of resources, the criteria used in
evaluating resources, and the procedural steps for placing a resource on the
National Register is available from the National Park Service.
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It is important to note that PHMC is the agency responsible for
determining whether the nominated resource is eligible for the National
Register. This Determination of Eligibility (DOE) carries with it the same
advantages as those that are actually listed on the National Register. These
advantages consist of the following:
•

Recognition of the historic significance of the resource

•

Special consideration if a federally funded project is found to affect
the resource in any way.

•

Eligibility for federal tax credits

•

Qualification for special funding from state or federal sources

«v

Districts or clusters of historic buildings or resources (such as an
industrial complex or a village of residences) may also be placed on the
National Register as a district. In this case, each building contributing to the
district’s historic significance is considered to have the same benefits as an
individual building on the National Register.
It should also be stressed that the National Register designation places
absolutely no obligations on the property owner. The owner is free to do
whatever he wishes to his property. In extreme cases, the only penalty would
be having the National Register designation removed.
The advantages of listing on the National Register of Historic Places
are:
• A good first step toward recognition of the community’s goals
•

Prestige and status is given to the resource and community

I
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•

Special consideration is given to the effect of a project funded by
state or federal funds

•

Special funding opportunities

The disadvantage of listing on the National Register of Historic Places
is that it gives no protection from an owner’s choice to alter or demolish the
resource.
Certified Local Districts (Act 167 Historic District Ordinance)
Adoption of a certified local district through an Act 167 historic district
ordinance is the most important tool for protection of clusters of historic
resources in a municipality. It essentially allows for the creation of a district
that, after certification by PHMC, provides local review of changes in the
district. It places another layer of regulations upon the base zoning of the
district, be it commercial, residential, or industrial. The district need not be
on the National Register. Act 167 (1961 P.L. 282) authorizes the local
government to:
• Delineate an historic district
• Establish a HARB which is advisory to the municipal governing
officials
• Determine guidelines to regulate physical changes within the
district
•
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Create a review process leading to granting or not granting a
Certificate of Appropriateness for changes within the district

Many misconceptions exist about an Act 167 district. It is true that the
design guidelines can be very strict and may place limits on many
homeowners’ exterior alterations. However, the guidelines should reflect
community values relative to the district and can be created to be as strict or
as lenient as desired. In some cases, they may only affect new construction or
any additions (not alterations) made to existing housing within the district.
Some municipalities’ districts may regulate all changes including the color of
paint on the existing structure. Examples of elements that can be regulated
by design guidelines are height, bulk, roof line, proportions, facade openings,
compatibility with architectural detail, building materials, color, fences,
walls, and exterior lighting. It is strongly advised that residents of the
proposed district be included in the planning process very early to elicit their
cooperation.

There are three municipalities in Delaware County which have Act 167
historic district ordinances. Chadds Ford Township has two districts
involving crossroad villages, and Ridley Park Borough has a district which is
a residential area dating to the late 19th century. The third district is in
Media Borough.
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The advantages of an Act 167 historic district ordinance are:
• A prescribed process is mandated by the Act
• The guidelines are customized to the locality
•

It is the most effective way in which to preserve the character as
well as the buildings

The disadvantages of an Act 167 historic district ordinance are:
• Residents of the district must be involved from the very beginning
of the decision-making process to create a district which is
acceptable to all, which often means a lengthy process
•

HARB members must be knowledgeable about architectural styles
and interpretation of the guidelines or enforcement becomes
inconsistent

m

• A community must have a local district approved by the governing
body. In some cases, this becomes an obstacle
Historic Zoning Overlay - MPC Article VI (Section 604(1) and Section 605(2))
A municipality could amend its zoning and or subdivision/land
development ordinances to include an historic preservation section.
If the surveyed historic resources in a municipality are clustered or
widely scattered, a zoning overlay that includes the resources identified in
the municipal survey can be adopted into the zoning ordinance. This overlay
can apply regulations and incentives in addition to those of the base zoning.
These regulations can address such factors as:
• historic impact study as a part of the existing land development
process
•

demolition of historic resources
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•

design guidelines

• buffering or visual protection
•

protection for archaeological sites

•

additional or conditional uses

Additional incentives, such as special and conditional use
opportunities, can be given to the property owners of these identified
resources. A developer of a property that contains an historic building can be
offered incentives to retain the building and reuse it. Some incentives could
include an expansion in uses, increased density, and parking bonuses, which
are especially valuable in encouraging the reuse of some of the larger late 19th
century homes now too large for a single family. For instance, an historic
home in the overlay zone could be used for a flower shop even though it is in
a residential zone on the base zoning map. Concord Township has enacted an
historic zoning overlay with incentives.
To preserve the historical integrity, controls can also be included
within these regulations to protect resources. Buffering requirements are
invaluable in maintaining the historic setting of some of the resources. Also
helpful are the retention of landscaping and outbuildings. Archaeological
sites are especially vulnerable to land development projects. Therefore,
developers should be required to submit an archaeological assessment plan
describing the measures that will be taken to minimize the impact of the
project on these resources.
The review body for activities that take place within an historic
overlay district is generally an Historical Commission (described later). This
is an appointed advisory board, but its general responsibilities can consist of
more than its review function. Like a HARB, the Historical Commission can
review for appropriate treatment within the overlay zones, but it may also
become the “keeper” of the history of the municipality and be in charge of
updating the survey, providing information distributions to the citizens, and
National Register nominations.
The historic resources protected by a zoning overlay must be in the
official survey of historical sites adopted into the comprehensive plan. They
may be classified by their level of significance. Many municipalities use three
classifications:
•

I

Class I - Resources on the National Register or eligible for the
National Register

• Class II - Resources significant to local history
• Class III - All other resources of a certain age, i.e., over 100 years
old
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In this manner, a greater degree of control can be given to the higher
classifications and perhaps minimal control can be placed on Class III
resources.
The advantages of the overlay district are:
• It provides flexibility of restrictions and incentives
• Areas with a high archaeological potential can be included with
protective measures directed toward ground disturbances
• It encourages reuse of historic structures
The disadvantage of the overlay district is that the criteria for the
classification of the historical and archaeological sites must be precise and
thorough; otherwise, they may be challengeable.
Demolition Ordinance
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In order to provide a minimum level of protection for historic
resources, a municipality should either add a section to its zoning ordinance
or adopt a separate ordinance containing provisions governing demolition of
historic structures. These provisions would specify that all demolition permit
applications for the designated historic resources (those surveyed and
adopted into the comprehensive plan) be reviewed in accordance with a
specific procedure. The ordinance provisions could stipulate a delay period or
"stay of demolition" for issuing a demolition permit (e.g., 90 to 120 days).
During this period, the local review board is given an opportunity to seek
alternative uses and/or buyers for the building. A report on the findings
developed during that period should be able to indicate if alternative
scenarios for the resource are economically feasible and/or acceptable to the
applicant. Although legally untested, some municipalities deny a demolition
permit in the case of an extremely significant building.
Demolition by neglect (the gradual deterioration of a building over
time) is a difficult situation to address and control. However, maintenance
standards can be enforced to help control this type of “demolition.” The
Concord Township Historic Preservation Ordinance, for example, gives the
Township the authority to determine if a structure is being demolished by
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neglect and to require the owner to apply for a demolition permit, thus
setting in motion the review procedure for demolition.
If the end result of a stay of demolition is ultimately granting the
demolition permit, then the municipality may require that adequate time be
added to the stay period for documenting the building. Such documentation
involves photographs, measurements, and site plans being placed with the
local historical group or the municipality for future reference. Salvaging of
valuable building materials is encouraged.
Local Landmark Designations
A municipality can adopt a “landmark ordinance” to protect a specific
structure that has special significance to the municipality. St. Martins
Church in Marcus Hook is protected by just such an ordinance.
A landmark ordinance has two parts. The first part demonstrates the
significance of the structure. The second part establishes the actions
permitted or not permitted to be taken (such as the removal of an
architectural detail) and/or any incentives for preservation activities
associated with the structure.
The advantage of local landmark designations is the fagade for one
structure of outstanding significance is protected.
The disadvantages of local landmark designations are:
• The significance of the structure must be substantiated
• The owner must give consent
Land Development and Subdivision Regulations
An historic preservation section could be adopted into the municipal
ordinance regulating land development and subdivisions. A developer of a
property that contains an historic building can be offered incentives to retain
the building and reuse it. One incentive, for example, could be density and
parking bonuses, which is especially valuable in encouraging the reuse of
some of the larger late 19th century homes, now too large for a single family.
To preserve the historical integrity, controls can also be included
within these regulations to protect resources. Buffering requirements are
invaluable in maintaining the historic setting of some of the resources. Also
helpful are the retention of landscaping and outbuildings.
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Archaeological sites are especially vulnerable to subdivision and land
development projects. Requiring the developer to submit an archaeological
assessment plan describing the measures that will be taken to minimize the
impact of the project can protect these areas.
Building Code Exceptions
Most building codes, including the BOCA code, can have exceptions
made for historic buildings. In Section 3406.0 of the BOCA code, buildings
classified as historic need not meet the mandatory requirements of the code if
they are judged to be safe and meet the requirements for the public’s health,
safety, and welfare. In other words, historic structures can be held to a less
stringent code for repairs, alterations, and additions.
Historical Commissions and Historical Architectural Review Boards
In the previous paragraphs, we have mentioned two different review
boards that are possible in a municipality. The following will give a better
explanation of how each is used:
• Historical Architectural Review Board (HARB) - This is the
appointed Board that is mandated by the Historic District Act, Act
167. The Act specifies that this Board will have not less than five
members and describes the qualifications of these members. The
sole duty of this HARB is to review changes within an historic
district and to recommend (or not recommend) that a Certificate of
Appropriateness be issued.
• Historical Commission - This Board is not mandated by law, but
like a HARB, its members are appointed by the municipal officials.
The duties of an Historical Commission can vary from being just
the keepers of the municipal history, to overseeing the municipal
historic resource survey, to a formal review board for historic
overlays, archaeological assessment, or any other advisory function
regarding the historical fabric of the community.
Facade Easements/Dedications of Property
The municipality can create an easement on a building faqade or
accept dedication of an area or structure. The owner of the property then can
take a federal tax deduction for a charitable donation. The mechanism can
monitor the future changes on structures or areas and is usually done
through a nonprofit agency such as Natural Lands Trust or the Preservation
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Alliance of Philadelphia. Some municipalities have established their own
nonprofit group to accept and monitor the easements. Individual property
owners can take advantage of this incentive as well.
Housing Vacancy Analysis for Architectural Integrity
Communities may want to undertake a vacant/deteriorated housing
study to assess the structural condition of the vacant/deteriorated identified
properties. An important element of this study is evaluating these homes’
historic and architectural integrity as well.
REVITALIZATION
The reuse of existing buildings can revitalize a community. In most
cases, the buildings that are intact can be less expensively rehabilitated than
creating new structures.
Using the tools described above will help to preserve the historic fabric of
a community, but adaptive reuse is the core of revitalization. The key to
continued preservation is the active use of a structure. Once a resource is
identified as historic and special to the community, the action can then begin to
encourage its reuse.
In most cases, an historic building is adaptable to reuse. However, if
federal funding or federal tax incentives are involved with the reuse, it is
strongly advised and often enforced that the “Secretary of Interior Standards
for Rehabilitation” be used as a guideline for improving and changing the
structure. These guidelines encourage the reuse of original materials or
replacement in kind. A summary of these guidelines can be obtained from the
National Park Service or DCPD.
Tax Incentives
Sites on the National Register of Historic Places (or those in a National
Register historic district) are eligible for federal tax credits for rehabilitation.
This applies only to income-producing structures but can be an incentive for
revitalization of an area.
Property Tax Abatement and Freeze
The municipality has the authority to develop its own incentive for
preservation. The municipal tax is lowered or frozen for a period of time for
those historic structures undergoing a rehabilitation or reuse.
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Community Development Block Grants
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Another source of funds for the rehabilitation of historic resources is
the Community Development Block Grants. These federally sponsored funds
are awarded each year by the Delaware County Office of Housing and
Community Development to low and moderate income areas, and there is
also a provision for funding historic rehabilitation.
J-L

Public/Private Cooperation
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Not all projects can be.; funded by one source, especially in
revitalization areas. Many projects, usually the larger ones involving more
than one building or an extremely large structure, are accomplished using
funds from public sources such as state or federal preservation grants as well
as foundation and corporate grants and local financial institutions.
Certified Local Government Program
The CLG program is a cost-effective local, state, and federal partnership.
The initiative provides valuable technical assistance and small grants to local
governments seeking to keep for future generations what is important and
significant from their past. Funds are appropriated annually by the U.S.
Congress and distributed from the Historic Preservation Fund, which is
administered by the National Park Service and SHPO in each state.
The more than 1,100 local governments that participate in the program
are eligible to apply to their SHPO for grants representing a minimum of 10%
of the federal funds allocated to their state. Projects eligible for funding and the
criteria used to select them are developed annually by the SHPO. The State,
not the National Park Service, makes funding decisions.
Certified Local Government Grants
Certified Local Government Grants requiring a 60/40 match are
available to support projects in five categories: Cultural Resource Surveys,
National Register Nominations, Technical and Planning Assistance,
Educational and Interpretive Programs, and Staffing and Training. The
grants are administered on a competitive basis, and the awards are made
annually based on a peer review process.
Availability of Funds: Grant awards are subject to the annual
availability of funds from the United States Department of the Interior,
National Park Service. Funding is based on the federal fiscal year, October
through September. No CLG can receive more than 30% of the available
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share of funds unless this requirement would preclude the award of the
required 10% allocation.
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Who May Apply: Funding under this program is limited to CLGs.
Designation as a CLG under federal law should not be confused with the
certification of local districts under the Historic District Act passed by the
Pennsylvania General Assembly in 1961. Clarification in this regard may be
obtained by contacting the grant administrator.
Municipalities do not have to achieve CLG status at the time the grant
application is due, but they must have achieved it by the contract start date
i
in order to receive grant funds.
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Keystone Historic Preservation Grants
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Keystone Historic Preservation Grants requiring a 50/50 cash match
are available for the preservation, restoration, and/or rehabilitation of
historic resources listed in or eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places. The grants are administered on a competitive basis, and the
awards are made annually based on a peer review process.
Availability^; of Funds: Grant awards are subject to the annual
availability of funds "from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Funding is
based on the state fiscal year, July through June.
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Who May Apply:, Nonprofit organizations and public agencies that own
or support a publicly accessible historic property listed, or eligible for listing,
on the National Register of Historic Places or that own or support a
contributing historic property in a National Register historic district may
apply for grant assistance.
The following are examples of the types of organizations that are
eligible to apply for grants. All eligible organizations must be incorporated
and in existence for five years before submitting a grant application.
Conservancies, educational institutions, historic preservation organizations,
historical societies, local governments, museums, and religious institutions
may apply.
: v

Pennsylvania History and Museum Grant Program
Funding under this program is designated to support a wide variety of
museum, history, archives, and historic preservation projects, as well as
nonprofit organizations and local governments. There are 10 types of grants:
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General Operating Support Grants for Museums
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Main Street Program as a Part of the National-Trust for Historic
,. -Preservation; ,j yd* 9V r
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3 6 .Since ^.9S0c.th^Natipnal-aMain Street iCenter has been working with
communities across the nation do revitalize’ .their historic oor traditional
commercial areas. Based in historic preservation, the Main Street approach
was- developed to save historic commercial architecture and the fabric of
r r.American communities’ built environments, but it has become a powerful
; economic development tool as well.
r.crJfe.orj-' t ex-y ic- iroravriq bi-is
The
National
Trusty Main Street program is designed to improve all
; >Ojvt
[ aspects of the downtown or central business district, producing both tangible
*7,
•? and intangible benefits. Improving economic management; ^strengthening
public participation, and making downtown a fun place to visit are as critical
9 to Main Street’s future as recruiting new businesses, rehabilitating buildings,
a, ,apd expanding parking. Building on downtown’s inherent assets - rich
architecture, personal service, traditional values, and most of all, a sense of
place — the Main Street approach has rekindled entrepreneurship, downtown
a cooperation, and civic concern. .It~ has earned national recognition as a
practical strategy appropriately scaled to a community’s local resources and
^.conditions. Because it is a locally driven, program, all initiative stems from
.. local issues and concerns. Contact: The National Trust Main Street Center of
notJie...National Trust for Historic Preservation, 1785 Massachusetts Avenue,
..i
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NW, Washington, DC-T20036* Phone: 202/588-6219 Fax': 202/588-6050. Or
email: mainst@nthp.org.
.
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Pennsylvania Department of Economic and Commnnitv Development
Programs qoO ibr-rfh-t?’
> fi-iw3’i9f|u ioi-v
Contact: Governor's Center for Local Government Services, 325 Forum
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, Phone: (888) 2CENTER
•

Community Economic Development Loan Program - This program
is designed to stimulate self-help initiatives and help people build
assets at the individual, family, and ‘community levels. The Small
Business First Community Economic Development (CED) loans are
intended to enhance the Project1 for Community Building by
authorizing loans for small businesses in areas that are eligible for
Community Development -Financial Institution (CDFI) coverage.
CED is not a job creation program.
tTO* t.~
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Community Revitalization Program - This grant program supports
local initiatives, which will improve the stability df h community
and enhance local economic conditions. Funds may be used for
community ; development . activities, which/: will ‘ ‘enhande a
community’s quality of life or will improve the business' climate.
Local governments, municipal and redevelopment authorities and
P/w m * u agencies, industrial development -authorities u3fhd agencies, and
Icfro -7 •■••T’* nonprofit Corporations:may apply:-eii" esoTAt
»! {ia be-’.sET .as-': it- Unwiaar'a
iOrtO ,.-.' ? • ■a'" -r
’ i • * Enterprise Zone Program (EZP) - Theprogram provides grants to
financially disadvantaged communities to prepare‘ and implement
business development strategies within ^designated7: enterprise
zones. The program focuses on the formation of public and private
vovjirr partnerships, which ?will develop and sustain increased rates of
.business investment and job creation with ah1 emphasis7'on the
re -ijmdustrial, manufacturing, and export service businesses. To
■-> : c: qualify as an enterprise zone community, the Department of
. > - Gommunity and Economic Development must recognize the
. ^-, community as financially distressed. Designated zones are eligible
; i.vV!
, for funding for up to ten years.
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State Planning Assistance Grant (SPAG) - The program provides
grant funds for- - municipalities to prepare and maintain
comprehensive-'scemmunity -' development plans, policies,* and
implementing? mechanisms such as zoning ordinarices '°and
subdivision and land, development regulations. Activities fools on

reducing ar eliminating the' ^naft '*«f Might and preserving
residential and neighborhood facibtie&. hocal governments may
apply• Neighborhood Assistance Program(NAP) Tax Credits - Works to
revitalize impoverished neighimtiaoods and amimunities by
local
creating
paitiaershaps
between
community-based
organizations and the corporate community. Sponsoring
corporations must contribute up to
year over an
extended period of Ume and most .parttrijBiSe in 0» *«iopment
and implementation of the aammumi^ improv^aeat project. In
turn, corporations may use up to 70% of the contribution as a tax
credit against the corporate tax liability ofithe business with the PA
Department of Revenue. The program must serve low-income
individuals or residents of economically distressed neighborhoods.
Projects must fall under one of the following categories: community
services, crime prevention, education, job training, or neighborhood
assistance.
• Weatherization - Works to minimize the adverse effects of high
energy costs on low-income, elderly, and handicapped citizens
throng client education activities #fid by presiding 3u#i equality
weatherization services. Services include heating systsn
^ ' ~ ’ ing measures to retese.air le^age, installing
attic insulation and venting, and replacing heating ^sterns.
Nonprofit organizations and local governments may apply.
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